I rebutted Eugene Prewitt’s examination of the Lunar Sabbath before. This is an edited
version of the same study, the first entitled “Thoughts on the Lunar Sabbath”. Here he
as composed this thoughts a bit and added and deleted a few things. Mostly, I will be
able to drag and drop the responses from my previous rebuttal into this one, which I will
do in blue. Anything new that was not in his previous attempt, or if I have a better
response than my original or an additional comment, I will respond in red. 10-13-2014

The Lunar Sabbath - Is it Biblical?
In the last decade several persons have approached me with data that they understood to
promote lunar Sabbath calculation. This new and fascinating theory suggests that the seven day
week was reset after each new moon. (And as a result, the Sabbath would always fall on the
8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th of a given lunar monthi.) A large electronic advertising campaign
promoting this view has been conducted continuously for years.
And the result is that many persons now keep a Sabbath that happens, generally, on neither
Saturday nor Sunday. I say “generally” because they keep their Sabbath on a different day of
our calendar each month.
Practically, this means that while there are seven days from Sabbath to Sabbath in the
calendars of the whole planet, it isn’t always so for the believers in this theory. They have eight
or nine days between the 29th Sabbath and the next 8th Sabbath. That is because they have
one or two “new moon” days added in between “weeks” each month.
I have concluded that the data in support of this idea is faulty. Various parts of it are either
speculative, strained, inference-based, or uninspired. Whether approached Biblically or from a
historical standpoint, the idea has not stood up to scrutiny.
In his original, Prewitt wrote “Biblically or from the Testimonies”, here he deviates from this
position to add the historical record. And if he thought the testimonies supported his position,
he REALLY does not want to go head to head with the historical record. However, he’s cooking
this crow, and he WILL eat it. Hold his feet to the fire. If he is foolish open his mouth without
consideration, he needs to taste the consequences. Scripture says that a rod is for the back of
fools. I think forcing Bro. Prewitt to eat his words will be punishment enough.
Speculative, strained, inference-based, or uninspired? We shall see. I have never received a
valid argument against the Creation Calendar yet, and without reading ahead, I will assure the
reader you will not find any here either.
The Assertions
First, let me summarize the nature of evidence that I have seen so far as given in support of the
idea.
1. It is suggested that Sabbath falls on the 15th of three Biblical months in a row (the three
months beginning with the Exodus from Egypt). As moon cycles are only 29.5 days long,
the Sabbath could not fall three times in a row on the 15th unless the Sabbath was lunar
based.

That is correct.
2. It is asserted that no Sabbath in scripture can be shown to occur on any day other than
an 8th, 15th, 22nd, or 29th of a lunar cycle. As only about 15% of Gregorian-style
Sabbaths fall on those days, this is taken as corroborative evidence for lunar Sabbaths.
Also correct. http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf.
3. It is asserted that the lunar calendar was essential to the determination feast days in the
Old Testament. As such, it must be a valid calendar. And if the calendar is right for
calculating feast-day dates, it must be right for calculating Sabbath dates as Sabbaths
are among the feasts.
I find it interesting that his original #3 was about Ellen White, which was soundly debunked on
pages 28-34 of the original rebuttal. I guess that was a little too close to home or something he
felt he could not continue to defend. I recommend you read his original argument because
therein was the evidence that the Adventist pioneers indeed kept the wrong date as Day of
Atonement in 1844, meaning that their timed prophecies are bound up in falsehood.
The argument above is also correct.
4. It is asserted that ancient authorities trace the seven-day week to Babylonian sources
and that the Jews anciently kept the Sabbath on a lunar basis. This Jewish habit was
changed by the Roman power and is the reason that Jews currently honor Saturday as
found on the Gregorian calendar.
This is also historically an accurate statement.
5. Circumstantial evidence, it is asserted, points to Lunar Sabbaths in the time of Joshua,
Solomon, and Hezekiah, and Paul.
Not circumstantial. Try Mathematical. If you can count to seven, then you should be able to
count to eight.
6. The New Moons do not count as “working days” and so there are still 6 working days in
each weekly cycle in the new moon calendar.
This is Scripturally correct.
Prewitt originally had a #7 here, pointing out that Lunar Sabbatarians claim that the crucifixion
weekend supports the Lunar Sabbath. Naturally, Prewitt demands that this was a fri-sat-sun
affair, which I debunked on pp 12-13 and 18-19 of the original rebuttal.
While other thoughts have appeared here and there in lunar documentation, these are the ones
that appear repeatedly in the documents I have read. What appears in not one of the
documents is a “thus saith the Lord” teaching that new moons interrupt the weekly cycle.
I am fairly certain Prewitt has been made aware of my rebuttal. Here is a thus saith YHVH…
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Thus saith the Sovereign YHVH; The gate of the inner court that looketh toward the east shall
be shut the six working days; but on the sabbath it shall be opened, and in the day of the new
moon it shall be opened.
Likewise the people of the land shall worship at the door of this gate before YHVH in the
sabbaths and in the new moons. Ezekiel 46:1, 3
If the gate is closed on the six work days but open on new moon and Sabbath, then new moon
and the Sabbath cannot fall on one of the six work days. Of course, he agrees with this
regarding the Sabbath, but he will try to tell you that I am straining the text or inferring that the
new moon cannot fall on one of the six work days, or perhaps that Ezekiel was not inspired.
Looks like this:
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New moon days are in blue, work days in black, Sabaths in red. If this is not what Ezekiel was
saying, please show me evidence to the contrary. The gate was closed on all six work days,
open on new moon and Sabbath. That is three categories of day, each differing from the other.
There are three other texts that also prove that the new moon days are distinctly different from
the Sabbath and work days. Isaiah 66:23, Amos 8:5, and II Kings 4:23.
The Evidence
The most intriguing argument, to me, in the six listed above was item number two. The word
“Sabbath” appears more 100 passages of scripture. It seems, at first thought, that if not one of
those can be shown to fall on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 13th, 14th,
etc., day of the month, that that would be fairly significant evidence in favor of the lunar Sabbath
theory.
Here are the facts:
There are many passages that refer to the Sabbath in a precept in such a way as to provide no
precise and certain information regarding the correlation of days with months.
See Ex 20:8-11; De 5:12-15; Ex 31:14-16; Ex 35:2-3; Le 24:8; Nu 28:9-10; [Neh 9:14]; [1 Chr
9:32]; Ps 92:1; Amos 8:5; Jer 17:21-27; Is 56:2, 6; Is 58:13; Matthew 24:20; John 7:22-23;
Colossians 2:16
There are 20 Stories in scripture that refer to the Sabbath, but without dating it in terms of a day
of the month.
See Nu 15:32; 2Ki 11:5-9, 2Chr 23:4-8; 2Ki 16:18; Neh 10:31; Neh 13:15-22; Matthew 12:1-12,
Mark 2:23-3:4, Luke 6:1-9; Mark 1:21; Mark 6:2; Luke 4:16; Luke 4:31; Luke 13:10-16; Luke
14:1-5; Acts 1:12; Acts 13:14-44; Acts 15:21; Acts 16:13; Acts 17:2; Acts 18:4; John 5:9-18 ;
John 9:14-16 .
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Then these passages can be used neither for nor against the lunar Sabbath. The argument is
that in every passage where the Sabbath CAN be date identified, they fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd
or 29th day of the month. If the only Sabbath’s that ARE date identifiable line up with this model,
then that is compelling evidence that the Sabbaths in the other verses do as well.
There are only two stories in all of scripture that mention Sabbath in a context that can be
certainly dated in relation to a day of the lunar month. These are the first giving of the manna
and the death and resurrection of Jesus.
See Ex 16:23-29 and Mt 28:1; Mr. 15 42; 16:1; Lu 23:54-56; Jo 19:31.
Actually, there are more than 20, but who’s counting.
So how many Sabbath stories in scripture are really datable? Two. [He’s speculating here,
hoping is more like it.]
This fact neutralizes the first two arguments.
(In the appendix I address other passages that are asserted to be dateable correlations
between the lunar calendar and days of the week.)
I look forward to reading them. I’m sure they will be interesting.
Regarding the third point, it is obviously true in scripture the Jewish feast daysii were calculated
based on the Jewish lunar calendar.
His original third point was in defense of October 22 as the date of Day of Atonement in 1844, a
point which he apparently did not want to bring any further scrutiny to as he abandons this
argument entirely. Does not surprise me in the least as there is no Scriptural, natural or
historical support for Day of Atonement at this late of a date. Tabernacles was the Feast of
Final Harvest. If 10-22 was Day of Atonement, Tabernacles would have been from 10-27 to 114. How much produce is being harvested right before November?
But the extrapolation that says “if dates of the year must be calculated on an annual calendar,
therefore days of the week must also be so calculated” is unwarranted. No prophet says
anything of the kind. History does not back it up. Muslims today use a lunar calendar but keep a
weekly day as honored. The argument that a continuous weekly cycle is Biblically inconsistent is
purely speculative. And that is the polite way to say it.
I’m glad he’s being polite. I wish I could complement him for being correct. I guess the crow is
done cooking. Let’s see how well he likes it, shall we.
Please note, the first four sentences in the above paragraph are true. There is not a single
Lunar Sabbatarian who can argue with them; a point Prewitt obviously hopes he can turn to his
advantage. Let me be specific. Indeed, the prophets and history never say that the lunar
calendar is calculated.
I’ll break down each sentence individually.
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Prewitt wrote: But the extrapolation that says “if dates of the year must be calculated on an
annual calendar, therefore days of the week must also be so calculated” is unwarranted. No
prophet says anything of the kind.
Prewitt hoped to trip you up with the word “calculated”. A lunar month is not “calculated”. It is
observed. You go outside and look at the moon, which Genesis 1:14 and Psalm 104:19
indicate regulate the “seasons” of YHVH. The underlying Hebrew for this word is found in
Strong’s H-4150, mo’edim, translated as set feasts, appointed times. The sun (greater light)
and moon (lesser light) are the hour and minute hand of the Father’s cosmic clock. So it is true;
no prophet said anything about calculating their annual calendar. They went outside and looked
up at (observed) the Father’s calendar like everyone else in Israel, and this I CAN prove.
Prewitt wrote: History does not back it up.
True, History is silent regarding a calculated lunar calendar, but history is not silent on Israel’s
lunar calendar or Lunar Sabbath. I do not know if Prewitt will give me another opportunity this
golden, so I will give you a small sample of what history ACTUALLY says about Israel’s Lunar
Sabbath and calendar.
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the moon.
The first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar month was one or
two days more than four periods of seven days, these additional days were not reckoned at all.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article "Week."
“…the Hebrew Sabbathon … was celebrated at intervals of seven days, corresponding with
changes in the moon’s phases...” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899. p. 4180
“In the time of the earliest prophets, the New Moon stood in the same line with another lunar
observance, the Sabbath. Ezekiel, who curiously enough frequently dates his prophecies on
the New Moon … describes the gate of the inner court of the (new) temple looking eastward as
kept shut for the six working days, but opened on the Sabbath and the New Moon.” Scribner's
Dictionary of the Bible (1898 edit.), p. 521
“The Hebrew month is a lunar month and the quarter of this period—one phase of the moon—
appears to have determined the week of seven days.” Encyclopedia Biblica, p. 4780. And
why have we never been taught any of this???
“…The [early] Hebrews employed lunar seven-day weeks…which ended with special
observances on the seventh day but none the less were tied to the moon’s course.” Hutton
Webster, in his book, Rest Days, page 254.
If these quotes are from sources not old enough, how about from 1700-2000 years ago?
Philo lived from approximately 20 B.C. until about A.D. 50. Thus, his lifetime spanned not
only the years prior to the carpenter from Nazareth’s birth, but also the years following his
death. Notice that the number seven, the weeks, the Sabbath and the moon are all linked
together in Philo’s writings.
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In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), it says…
“Again, the periodical changes of the moon, take place according to the number seven, that star
having the greatest sympathy with the things on earth. And the changes which the moon works
in the air, it perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each seventh day. At
all events, all mortal things, as I have said before, drawing their more divine nature from the
heaven, are moved in a manner which tends to their preservation in accordance with this
number seven. … Accordingly, on the seventh day, Elohim caused to rest from all his works
which he had made.” …
Speaking of “lunar” intervals, in Special Laws I. (178), Philo writes…
“…there is one principle of reason by which the moon waxes and wanes in equal intervals, both
as it increases and diminishes in illumination; the seven lambs because it receives the perfect
shapes in periods of seven days—the half-moon in the first seven day period after its
conjunction with the sun, full moon in the second; and when it makes its return again, the first is
to half-moon, then it ceases at its conjunction with the sun.”
The Essenes were also around during Philo’s time. Did they observe the Creation Calendar
that Philo observed? Indeed they did. Please read this quote found among the fragments in the
Qumran caves along with the Dead Sea Scrolls. Seventy-six fragments of an astronomical text
written in a cryptic alphabet record the phases of the moon divided into 1/14ths of the full size of
the moon. J. T. Milik has reconstructed a 14 line section based on fragment  ii, 2-14. It is
entitled Phases of the moon (4Q317), part of which is found below…
“[On the f]ifth (day) of it (the month), [tw]elve (fourteenths of the moon’s surface) are covered
and thus it [enters the day . On the sixth (day) of it] thirteen (fourteenths of its surface) are
covered and thus it enters the day. On the seventh (day) of it [fourteen (fourteenths of its
surface) are covered and thus] it enters the day. vacat [On the eighth (day) of it…the
firmament above…its light is to be covered…on the first of the Sabbath. vacat [On the ninth
(day) of it one (fourteenth) portion (of its surface)] is revealed [and thus it entered the night]. On
the tenth (day) of it [two (fourteenths of its surface)] are [revealed and it enters] the night. vacat
On the ele[venth (day) of it three (fourteenths of its surface) are revealed] and thus it enters the
night. vacat”
This is utterly astounding. This statement flat out states that the 8th day of the month is the
Sabbath and at the same time very clearly describes the visible light upon the face of the moon
as it waxes, linking the moon with the numbered days of the month including the Sabbath.
Here is another translation of the same parchment (4Q317) done by another set of scholars…
“On the eighth of the month [chodesh], the moon rules all the day in the midst of the sky...and
when the sun sets, its light ceases to be obscured, and thus the moon begins to be revealed on
the first day of the week”. Wise, Abegg and Cooke, in their book The Dead Sea Scrolls, A
New Translation, pp 301-303 [All emphasis my own]
In the Talmud, the Steinsaltz Edition”, Volume XIV Tractate Ta’anit Part II (1995 by Israel
Institute for Talmudic Publications and Milta Books), pages 205-206. It says the following
regarding the destruction of Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar’s army:
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Page 205: “Then late on the day of the ninth, close to nightfall, they set the Temple on fire, and
it continued to burn the entire next day, on the tenth.” Page 206: “When the Temple was
destroyed for the first time at the hands of Nebuzaradan [the captain of the guard], that day was
the ninth of Av, and it was the day following Shabbat, and it was the year following the
Sabbatical Year.... And similarly when the Temple was destroyed a second time at the hands of
Titus, the destruction occurred on the very same day, on the ninth of Av.”
Guess what day the ninth day of Av was when Titus destroyed the temple in A.D. 70? (The day
after the weekly Sabbath, naturally.) If I’ve done the math right, the ninth day of the month
follows the 8th day of the month. Correct? If the 8th day of the month is the Sabbath, so are
the 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month. Looks like this:
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Still not convinced? In the second century A.D., proof that the Israelites were still keeping the
Sabbath day according to the lunar week can also be found in the writings of Clement of
Alexandria (circa 150-215 A.D.):
“[Peter] inferred thus: ‘Neither worship as the Jews...[for] if the moon is not visible, they do not
hold the Sabbath, which is called the first; nor do they hold the new moon, nor the feast of
Unleavened Bread, nor the Feast, nor the Great Day’” The Stromata, chapter 5).
This clearly indicates that at this time the weekly Sabbath was still dictated by the moon’s
course.
Further, in vol. 6, chapter 16 of The Stromata, Clement plainly writes that “in periods of seven
days the moon undergoes its changes. In the first week she becomes half moon; in the second
[week], full moon; and in the third [week], in her wane, again half moon; and in the fourth [week]
she disappears.”
This is about as plain as it can get. Obviously, in Clement’s day, the week (as kept by the
Israelites) was still tied to the moon’s phases and, by extension, the weekly Sabbath was also
still tied to the moon! History also records, however, that by this time (150-215 A.D.) some of
the christians had indeed gotten away from a week and Sabbath that was dependent upon the
lunar reckoning.
Prewitt wrote: Muslims today use a lunar calendar but keep a weekly day as honored.
Modern Muslims have backslidden no different than Israel (who also keep their feasts based on
a lunar calendar but their Sabbath on the pagan/papal Gregorian Calendar, circa 1582). But
even the Quran (Koran) is in agreement that the clock of YHVH is in the heavens:
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Sura 10.5. It is He who made the sun to be a shining glory and the moon to be a light (of
beauty), and measured out stages for her; that ye might know the number of years and the
count (of time). Nowise did Allah create this but in truth and righteousness. (Thus) doth He
explain His Signs in detail, for those who understand.
Here is another translation of the same passage: “YHVH is the One who made the sun
luminescent and the moon a light, and He designed its phases to provide you with a timing
device. YHVH did not create all this in vain.”
By now, after being aware of my previous rebuttal, Prewitt should know better than to make
arguments he cannot back up.
Prewitt wrote: The argument that a continuous weekly cycle is Biblically inconsistent is purely
speculative. And that is the polite way to say it.
He wants Scriptural consistency? Ok, where does Scripture say that satyrday is the Sabbath?
Where does Scripture say that the weeks are continuous, repeating seven day segments of time
(not being interrupted by the New Moon)? We demand chapter and verse, Bro. Prewitt.
“…Wycliffe, Huss, Luther, Tyndale, Baxter, Wesley, urged that all doctrines be brought to the
test of the Bible and declared that they would renounce everything which it condemned.
Against these men persecution raged with relentless fury; yet they ceased not to declare the
truth. Different periods in the history of the church have each been marked by the development
of some special truth, adapted to the necessities of God's people at that time. Every new truth
has made its way against hatred and opposition; those who were blessed with its light were
tempted and tried. The Lord gives a special truth for the people in an emergency. Who dare
refuse to publish it? He commands His servants to present the last invitation of mercy to the
world. They cannot remain silent, except at the peril of their souls. …. They must perform their
duty and leave results with God.” Great Controversy, p. 609, paragraph 1.
I’m doing my duty, I’m telling the truth and leaving the results with YHVH. Is Prewitt doing his?
The prophet of God declares that in the last days knowledge shall be increased. There are new
truths to be revealed to the humble seeker. The teachings of God's word are to be freed from
the errors and superstition with which they have been encumbered. Doctrines that are not
sanctioned by the Scriptures have been widely taught, and many have honestly accepted them;
but when the truth is revealed, it becomes the duty of every one to accept it. Those who allow
worldly interests, desire for popularity, or pride of opinion, to separate them from the truth, must
render an account to God for their neglect. Spirit of Prophecy, Vol. 4, p. 186
“Precious light is to shine forth from the word of God, and let no one presume to dictate what
shall or what shall not be brought before the people in the messages of enlightenment that He
shall send, and so quench the Spirit of God. Whatever may be his position of authority, no one
has a right to shut away the light from the people. When a message comes in the name of the
Lord [His Name is YHVH] to His people, no one may excuse himself from an investigation of its
claims. No one can afford to stand back in an attitude of indifference and self-confidence and
say: ‘I know what is truth. I am satisfied with my position. I have set my stakes, and I will not be
moved away from my position, whatever may come. I will not listen to the message of this
messenger for I know that it cannot be truth.’ It was from pursuing this very course that the
popular churches were left in partial darkness, and that is why the messages of heaven have
not reached them.” Testimonies on Sabbath School Work, p. 65
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The Test of New Light
Our brethren should be willing to investigate in a candid way every point of controversy. If a
brother is teaching error, those who are in responsible positions ought to know it; and if he is
teaching truth, they ought to take their stand at his side. We should all know what is being
taught among us; for if it is truth, we need it. We are all under obligation to God to know what
He sends us. He has given directions by which we may test every doctrine,--”To the law and to
the testimony: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in
them.”[ISA. 8:20.] If the light presented meets this test, we are not to refuse to accept it
because it does not agree with our ideas. Gospel Workers, p. 300
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, is Prewitt doing his duty or is he fulfilling the role of nay-sayer
in the quotes above? I’m asking politely.
The fourth point, strictly speaking, is not a Biblical one. But the history is faulty. The fact is that
from Paul’s day (in the book of Acts) there were Jews in “every city” that read the Torah on
Sabbath.
Acts 15:21 For Moses of old time hath in every city them that preach him, being read in the
synagogues every sabbath day.
There were not Jews in every city. In Philippi, where Paul kept Passover with this gentile
converts, there was not then and STILL is not a synagogue. The verse above does not say that
there were Jews in every city; it says that in every city where there were Israelites, the Torah
was read every Sabbath.
Bro. Eugene forgets that Israel was dispersed AND that they forgot their identity. The Jews are
not Israelites; they are Edomites [Esau’s descendants] who have never HAD the true Sabbath.
Listen and you can hear it from their own lips...
The 1980 Jewish Almanac, p. 3, in the first chapter entitled, “Identity Crisis” said… “Strictly
speaking, it is incorrect to call an ancient Israelite a ‘Jew’ or to call a contemporary Jew and
‘Israelite’ or a ‘Hebrew.’”
“Here is a paradox . . . A most ingenious paradox: an anthropological fact, many Christians may
have much more Hebrew-Israelite blood in their veins than most of their Jewish neighbors.”
Jewish author, Alfred M. Lilienthal, What Price Israel, p. 223.
A percentage of the people who are known today as Jews are descendants of Abraham, but not
of Isaac and Jacob. History reveals that they are actually the descendants of the fierce Turkish,
Khazar tribes which roamed regions of southern Russia and who adopted Judaism between 7th
and 9th centuries A.D.
“No one can deny that the Jews are a most unique and unusual people. That uniqueness exists
because of their Edomite heritage. You cannot be English Jews. We are a race, and only as a
race can we perpetuate. Our mentality is of Edomitish character, and differs from that of an
Englishman. Enough subterfuges! Let us assert openly that we are International Jews.”
Manifesto of the “World Jewish Federation,” January 1, 1935, through their spokesman,
Gerald Soman. [Emphasis my own.]
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From the above, we can clearly see that the Jews fully understand their Edomite heritage as the
third edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia for 1925 records: “Chazars [Khazars]: A people of
Turkish origin whose life and history are interwoven with the very beginnings of the history of the
Jews of Russia. The kingdom of the Chazars was firmly established in most of South Russia
long before the foundation of the Russian monarchy by the Varangians.” (855).
Hasdai ibn Shaprut, who was foreign minister to Abd-al-Rahman, Sultan of Cordova, in his letter
to King Joseph of the Chazars (about 960 AD) speaks of the tradition according to which the
Chazars once dwelt near the Seir Mountains. The ‘Seir Mountains’ are none other than the
original land of Esau-Edom - ‘Thus dwelt Esau in mount Seir: Esau is Edom’ (Genesis 36:8).
Seir was a mountain range sought of the Dead Sea and was also known as the ‘land of Edom’
(Genesis 36:21). The Seir Mountains were the home of the Edomites for nearly a millennium
(The Edomites arrived in Edom or Seir at the end of the 14th and beginning of the 13th century
B.C. Encyclopedia Judaica, Vol. 6, p. 372). Thus we have it from Jewish sources that the
Khazars originally ‘dwelt near the Seir Mountains’ so are racially of Edomite stock, not Israelite.
But how and when did Edomites get to Khazaria? There is evidence that in the 6th century BC,
some of the Edomites fled their homeland of Seir and migrated north, ‘After the fall of
Jerusalem, in 586 BC, the Edomites began to press northward (Ezekiel 36:5). The New
Westminster Dictionary of the Bible, ed. by Henry S. Gehman, The Westminster Press,
Philadelphia, 1970, p. 418.” (The Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. IV, (1905), p. 3).
“Edom is modern Jewry.” —The Jewish Encyclopedia, 1925 edition, Vol. 5, p. 41
“Today, the Khazars are known as ‘Jews,’ not because of any racial question, but because of
their religion.” (Jewish historian, Arthur Koestler, The Thirteenth Tribe, New York:
Random House, Inc. 1976)
Jews [Correction: Israelites, there were no Jews until A.D. 700] had been scattered by Assyria
and Babylon, long before the rise of the Romans. They were important persons in Persia and in
Africa in lands not subject to Rome. [Funny, the historical record I read says that “the Jews”
were run out of every nation they entered.] Now think this through: There is no way that one
million Jews scattered all over the world could, simultaneously, be convinced to change their
method of Sabbath keeping without abundant historical evidence being left behind to prove it.
I beg to differ. Read Lamentations 2:6. When the Creator causes you to forget something,
you will have forgotten indeed. First of all, the Hebrews in the first century were still keeping the
same lunar Sabbath of the Old Testament and there is historical evidence to prove it. All the
date identifiable Sabbaths in the NT also fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month.
Click here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/28-8-15-22-29_Proof.pdf.
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHVH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary
week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate
Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred
year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain
that the week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without
paying any regard to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no
longer coincided with the first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
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“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall of
the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly
examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the
authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarch. … Gradually observation
gave place to calculation. The right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate;
the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—this is the land of Babylon] tried in vain to establish their own
calendar but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended. So long as Palestine
remained a religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the Diaspora looked for its
calendar. Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated feasts on different days
confusion would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that Babylon fixed the
calendar…” Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the
day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn
Shabbti, ‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the
planetary week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always
to have corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p.
244.
Actually it was the 4th century, perhaps we have more information now than Webster did. In the
4th century (321 A.D.) Constantine adopted the pagan planetary seven day week moving
satyrday from the first day of the week to the seventh making room for Sunday to occupy the
coveted position as the first day of the week. Prior to this, Rome had an 8 day market week.
Also in the 4th century (about 341 A.D.), Hillel II completely altered the Hebrew calendar. Any
Hebrews still in the area from that point on had a faulty calendar.
Prewitt continued:
But more than this, the gospel was carried to every part of the known world during the first
century.
Colossians 1:23 If ye continue in the faith grounded and settled, and be not moved away from
the hope of the gospel, which ye have heard, and which was preached to every creature which
is under heaven; whereof I Paul am made a minister;
Lunar weeks predict that when the apostles traveled to India, Ethiopia, and the British Isles, that
these places began keeping lunar Sabbaths. None of these were under the influence of Rome
by the 3rd century. This is why they kept the Seventh-day Sabbath so many centuries after
Rome had stopped.
The lunar calendar Sabbath was the only Sabbath spread by Israelites in the 1st century. It was
not until the 4th century when Rome adopted the pagan planetary week and Hillell II altered the
Hebrew calendar that anyone anywhere called satyrday the Sabbath. By this time, all the
apostles had died off and considering that the Levitical priesthood had been destroyed and
Israel scattered to the four corners of the earth, there was no reason NOT to go along with the
calendar changes made by these men of authority.
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And there is no way that Christians around the world, faithful Sabbath keepers, could be
convinced to change their day of worship without it showing up in history. The change of the
Sabbath to Sunday shows up abundantly in history and proves, by this very appearance, that
the other change never occurred.
I just showed you how the Sabbath was changed. The paganized Babylonian rabbis moved into
power once the Palestinian rabbis were scattered. Judaism is nothing more than a bastard
religion, a mixture of the faith of Abraham with the religion of Babylon which is why so many
Babylonian beliefs are STILL practiced by Jews today. That is why there are eggs on the Jew’s
table at Passover, they observe the sabbath from sundown friday to sundown satyrday, and
their months are from the first visible crescent (along with many other pagan/Babylonian
traditions). These are traditions that are not found in Torah because they are the (pagan)
traditions of men picked up in Babylon.
Bro. Prewitt is speculating that the change was not from a lunar Sabbath to a pagan Sabbath
because he is blinded by the pagan tradition handed down to him. He would do well to look at
ALL the evidence rather than try to rebut something he knows little about.
“A long time of NOT thinking a thing wrong gives it the superficial appearance of being right.”
Thomas Paine
The fifth point is circumstantial. If someone gathers by complicated reasoning that such a story
must have happened on such a day of the month, their conclusion is suspect. See the footnote
regarding John 9 for example of what I mean.
Further, we do not want to ever turn an observation of practice into a command. We want plain
and direct commands for our practice. And no such command exists for the lunar Sabbath
theory.
And even the observations are faulty as can be seen in the appendix where these stories are
examined. If we were to admit circumstantial evidence we would have to observe that the first
day of the month was not treated as holy in the following passages:
Genesis 8:13 Noah removed the covering of the ark, a great feat.
Numbers 1:1 The men of Israel were counted on the first day of the week.
Ezra 7:9 Ezra was traveling on two new moons.
Only the seventh new moon is a non-work, non-commerce day (Feast of Trumpets—see
Leviticus 23:23-25). There is an assembly or convocation on all the other new moon days, but
the entire day is not “holy” like the weekly Sabbath or the seventh new moon. Neither work, nor
travel is prohibited on other new moon days. The foundation of the earth was laid on new moon
day (the first day of the first month of the first year of earth’s history—Genesis 1:1-2). The
foundation of Solomon’s temple was relaid on new moon day (Haggai 1:1, 2, 8, 12), and the
desert tabernacle was erected on new moon day, Exodus 40:2.
What is circumstantial to Prewitt is simply fact to us. The first day of each month is a worship
(convocation) day, but the entire day is not “holy” as the weekly Sabbath or seventh new moon
are. Feast of Trumpets is an annual Sabbath.
The sixth point in the short list of lunar Sabbath evidences is based on a single verse in Ezekiel:
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Ezekiel 46:1 Thus saith the Lord GOD; The gate of the inner court that looketh toward the east
shall be shut the six working days; but on the sabbath it shall be opened, and in the day of the
new moon it shall be opened.
The reasoning goes like this: If the gate is shut on the six working days and open on the new
moon, then the new moon can not be one of the six working days. And since it is not one of the
six working days, it must not be part of the week.
The fault lies in the fact that the verse is a perfectly natural way to write even if the new moons
did occur on various days of the week. The inference that lunar Sabbath proponents make is
unwarranted and stretched. It would be similar in character to reading “God loves a cheerful
giver” and concluding that God doesn’t love other grudging givers.
The Bible is brief and well written. We can not impose on it a demand that enough details be
given to prevent us from making false inferences.
Rather, we should demand a “Thus Saith the Lord” for our articles of belief.
Bro. Prewitt must have missed the first 5 words of the text he quoted above. It seems to me
that the Almighty SAID that the gate would be SHUT on all SIX work days. If new moon fell on
a work day, then it would not be a work (gate shut) day it would be a new moon (gate open)
day. If this were the case, there would only be FIVE work (gate shut) days in that week. I
distinctly remember the Almighty saying that the gate would be shut ALL SIX work days. Looks
like this…
1

2
9
16
23

3
10
17
24

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

6
13
20
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7
14
21
28

8
15
22
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Bro. Prewitt’s argument here is uninspired to say the least. There has never been a new moon
day anywhere in Scripture that fell during the week. One proof is that all the weekly Sabbaths
that are date identifiable fall on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month. See illustration
above. Ezekiel 46 proves that there are three categories of day in Scripture. There are (1) new
moon days, (2) work days and (3) Sabbaths. Nature proves that there are three phases of the
moon. There is (1) the dark phase, (2) the illuminated phases, the (3) 4 quarter phases which
announce the Sabbaths. There are 2 dark days and 28 days showing an illuminated moon in
each whole (30 day) month. There are 4 seven day weeks each month for a total of 28 days. If
the illuminated days announce the days work week, then the quarter phases will announce all 4
Sabbaths, that leaves the 1-2 dark days after the last Sabbath each month as new moon days.
Fits like a hand in glove. There is always harmony in the truth. Nature and Scripture agree and
the math works supporting the lunar calendar. In fact, all nature screams the majesty of YHVH.
Summary and Settling the Issue
This should be interesting. Bro. Prewitt hasn’t settled anything yet, much less answered for the
claims of the Creation Calendar and Lunar Sabbath. I find this very interesting as my original
rebuttal has been circulated for well over a year, and Prewitt knows full well that he is nowhere
near a summary or settlement of this issue. Shame on him for his false assumption.
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Not one of the six primary lines of evidence for lunar Sabbaths holds up under investigation.
That could settle the issue for me. No evidence for a life-changing idea is evidence enough that
it is false.
Problem. Scripture substantiates all 6 of these primary lines. I assumed that he was going to
address each of the 6 with proof that we are in error, but he did not. You would think that if he is
going to proclaim the points of our faith, then demand that these are false doctrines that he
would provide his readers evidence that either we are wrong or he is right. Apparently he wants
you to take his word for it. Since he would not prove his position, I shall prove mine. You are
never supposed to enter a “battle” with an unarmed man, but he started it. If he is ignorant
enough to think that he can come to a debate of this nature without evidence, he deserves
whatever treatment he gets. Even worse, he presupposes upon YOUR ignorance that you will
accept his word as fact.
Before you think me unkind, I am not shooting at him. I am shooting at his false doctrine that he
is holding before you as the truth. If he gets any shrapnel wounds it is because of his close
proximity to my intended target: false doctrine. Any wounds received will have to heal naturally.
Perhaps he would fare better if he put some distance between himself and the false doctrine, for
this is the root of his problem. He is so close to the false doctrine that he can see no other.
Here we are, his first six points again:
1. It is suggested that Sabbath falls on the 15th of three Biblical months in a row (the three
months beginning with the Exodus from Egypt). As moon cycles are only 29.5 days long, the
Sabbath could not fall three times in a row on the 15th unless the Sabbath was lunar based.
The months at the time of the Exodus were all 30 days long. There was no 29.5 day lunar cycle
at that time. Exodus 12, 16 and 19 reveal that the Sabbaths fell on the 15th of the month for
three consecutive months.
Exodus 12 reveals that Israel was released from bondage on Abib 15, the 15th ay of the first
month. It is not called a Sabbath in Exodus 12, but later Scripture does reveal the nature of this
day. Leviticus 23:4-8 shows us that Passover (Abib 14) is preparation day for Abib 15, the
Sabbath of Unleavened Bread. Some say that Abib 21 is also a Sabbath, but his is not the
case. The evidence is that the 15th of the first month is the weekly Sabbath; Scripture is not
saying that the 21st is an annual Sabbath at all. Consider the following.
The first day of the feast and the “seventh day” [of the week in context] are one and the same.
The 21st is the 6th day of the week and of course the 7th day of a seven day feast, but….
9
16

10
17

11
18

12
19

13
20

14
21

15
22

…the “seventh day” spoken of in Exodus 13:6 is called a Chag (H2282) which is used 62 times
in Scripture and is only used to refer to the pilgrimage feast days (found in Exodus 23:14-17), in
this case, Abib 15. It is not referring to the last day of the feast, rather the first. This Chag can
only be the 15th of Abib. See also Deuteronomy 5:12-15 and Leviticus 23:6-8.
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The Sabbath commandment in Exodus 20 is linked to Creation week. But the 4th
commandment listed in Deuteronomy 5 is linked to the deliverance of Israel. That date was the
15th of Abib.
I submit to you that this “seventh day” is Abib 15, and it is not only an annual Sabbath, but a
weekly Sabbath as well. There are no back to back Sabbaths in Scripture. The 15th is without
question a Sabbath, meaning that the 22nd of the first month is also a Sabbath. If the 21st is an
annual Sabbath, there would be two Sabbaths back to back, and there would be no preparation
day for the second Sabbath of the two. Common sense, right?
Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is used in Scripture. In the first verse,
the Almighty is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them
what turns out to be a simple math equation. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. Next day
(22nd) is the Sabbath.
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Israel was to collect one portion of manna from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion on the
21st because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as well as
the 8th and the 29th).
Exodus 19:1 proves that the children of Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th day of the third
month. Please read the context. Moses indicates that the children of Israel rested at Rephidim
the 15th of the third month. The root word for Rephidim means “rest” and this passage says
that they arrived at the Wilderness of Sinai the “same day” of this month that they left Egypt (two
months earlier). If you’ll remember, Israel got as far as Succoth the 15th, and actually left Egypt
the on the 16th, Numbers 33:3-6. So Israel arrived at Sinai on the 16th and Moses was
immediately summoned up the mount. hyha told Moses to go back down the mountain and to
tell the people to consecrate themselves for on the third day (the 18th) He would come down on
the mount in a cloud, read Exodus 19:10-11.
If the 18th is the third day, then the 16th is the first day, meaning that they were “resting” in
Rephidim on the Sabbath, the 15th, which is the 7th day Sabbath.
Looks like this:
1st
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Amazing isn’t it? There is always harmony in the truth.
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2. It is asserted that no Sabbath in scripture can be shown to occur on any day other than an
8th, 15th, 22nd, or 29th of a lunar cycle. As only about 15% of Gregorian-style Sabbaths fall on
those days, this is taken as corroborative evidence for lunar Sabbaths.
He did not really say anything here, but makes a true statement that we believe the Sabbaths
are on the 8th, 15th, 22nd and 29th days of the month and added that satyrday falls on these dates
only 15% of the time (his estimate).
3. It is asserted that the lunar calendar was essential to the determination feast days in the Old
Testament. As such, it must be a valid calendar. And if the calendar is right for calculating feastday dates, it must be right for calculating Sabbath dates as Sabbaths are among the feasts.
Creation Calendar Class 101.
Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs, seasons, days and years. Thus
the calendar of Yah is in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, using the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon.
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (Mo’edim--appointed times, set
feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the first feast (Mo’edim--appointed
times, set feasts).
This alone is enough to prove that the Sabbath is by the moon, but it does not answer every
possible question as to HOW or WHY that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either
do (obey) or do not. The HOW will only be answered by going outside and looking AT the clock
and watching for patterns. It is called examination of the evidence. Something Prewitt has yet
to do, all while claiming superior knowledge.
He that answereth a matter before he heareth it, it is folly and shame unto him. Proverbs 18:13
4. It is asserted that ancient authorities trace the seven-day week to Babylonian sources and
that the Jews anciently kept the Sabbath on a lunar basis. This Jewish habit was changed by
the Roman power and is the reason that Jews currently honor Saturday as found on the
Gregorian calendar.
Already addressed on pages 10-11 above.
5. Circumstantial evidence, it is asserted, points to Lunar Sabbaths in the time of Joshua,
Solomon, and Hezekiah, and Paul.
Already addressed. Prewitt calls the evidence from Scripture circumstantial. I wonder what he
considers concrete proof? Israel had only ONE calendar when they were not in apostasy, the
one established in Genesis 1:14-17.
6. The New Moons do not count as “working days” and so there are still 6 working days in each
weekly cycle in the new moon calendar.
Already addressed on pages 2-3 above.
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But there are some facts that settle the matter more substantially. Let us consider them.
1. The facts relating to the Mark of the Beast and the Seal of Godiii demand that the issue
be one easy to settle on the basis of scripture. Simple minded persons must be able to
stake their life on the fact that they are right. And simple minded persons the world over
have flocked to the simple truth that showed their willingness to brave opposition to be
faithful. But the Lunar Sabbath theory is not one that can be traced to a command or a
simple statement. It is complex, and this is a sign itself that there is something fishy
about it.
I agree. The truth is so simple that a child can understand it (Matthew 11:15). I vehemently
deny that the Lunar Sabbath cannot be traced to a command or simple statement (in Scripture).
This is another uninspired statement from our esteemed Bro. Prewitt. The Creation Calendar
truth is so simple that even a child can understand it because children are not saddled with
years of false doctrine and living by pagan traditions and feel no need to dig in their heels to
defend something that cannot be defended with Scripture…
Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for signs, seasons, days and years.
Thus the calendar of Yah is in the heavens.
Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the Sabbath is a sign, translated from the
SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal or beacon. This means that
ONE of the two great lights will regulate the Sabbath. Which one though?
Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons (translated from the Hebrew word
Mo’edim--appointed times, set feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the
first of the feasts (translated from the Hebrew word Mo’edim--appointed times, set feasts).
This alone is enough to prove that the Sabbath is by the moon, but it does not answer every
possible question as to HOW or WHY that might take place. Yours is not to ask WHY. Either
do (obey) or do not. The HOW will only be answered by going outside and looking AT the clock
in the heavens and watching for repeatable patterns. Complex? When my youngest son was 4
he could tell what day was the Sabbath by merely glancing at the moon. In fact, his comment at
4 years of age was deeper than that. When his mother pointed out a particular moon he said,
“Yes, I saw it earlier. It will be the Sabbath in a couple of days.” And he was EXACTLY right!
My son’s comment showed that he not only understood that the Sabbath was by the moon, but
HOW the signs (lights) in the heavens and lunar calendar work as well. Now, my 4 year old
grandson is doing the same thing, looking to the heavens, and identifying the Sabbaths based
on the hands of Yah’s cosmic clock. It is so simple that a child can understand. At 4 years of
age, neither understood the Gregorian calendar or the pagan names of the week. It is only
difficult for Prewitt because of his tradition and the tradition of his fathers.
Satyrday is a day found ONLY on a pagan/papal calendar. The SAME calendar on which
sunday is found. If sunday is wrong day, how can satyrday be right? Jeroboam was cursed for
leading Israel into observance of the pagan calendar.
For the evidence that satyrday is NOT the Sabbath, click below. Oh, yeah. It’s Scriptural.
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/22-HowDidSatyrdayBecomeTheSabbathSDA.pdf
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2. The first week began in Genesis 1 before the moon began shining. This settles the fact
that the week has always been independent of the lunar cycle.
In the beginning, Elohim created the heavens and the earth,
And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep. And
the Spirit of Elohim moved upon the face of the waters.
And Elohim said, Let there be light… And there was light.
And Elohim saw the light, that it was good: and Elohim divided the light from the darkness.
And Elohim called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And the evening and the
morning were the first day. Genesis 1:1-5
What did the Creator make on the first day? Light you say? Friend, did you miss the Creation
event that occurred prior to the creation of light? It says, “In the beginning, Elohim CREATED
heaven and earth.” This was a time consuming event that took place. Without time, there is
no motion (and vice versa). Obviously, there were many things created prior to “day one” when
light was created. What was the first thing created (as far as humans are concerned)? The
heavens and the earth! However, it does not say, “and the evening and the morning were the
____ day,” after this first creation event. Why?
Because the sun had not been lit yet.
When we read about the “first day” of Creation, Elohim said, “Let there be light,” and there was
light… And the evening and the morning were the first day. What light regulates the day? Is
there any light in the universe that does not have a source? It would be ridiculous to say that
the Most High was the light source during day one because He is a Being of light. On day one
of earth’s Creation Week He didn’t create the light that emanates from Himself. The light
referred to in Genesis 1:3-5 separated light from darkness, created Day and Night, with 24 hour
cycles as a result. The light from hyha does not do this. The book of Revelation says that
where hyha is—there is no night. There is only one luminary in the cosmos, as seen from earth,
that can regulate an evening and morning; that can divide light from darkness, and cause night
and day to come upon the earth.
The SUN!
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Isn’t it interesting that after Elohim created light, then and ONLY then was there an evening and
a morning that made the first day.
“Houston, we have a problem...”
How can we have a “day” as seen from earth before the sun was “created” on day four?
Interestingly, there is an evening and morning for the second day of creation and an evening
and a morning for the third day of creation all BEFORE the sun was made on day four. Days
are regulated by the sun!
How is this possible? The evidence from Scripture reveals that the sun was ignited on DAY
ONE!
Friends, YHVH created the heaven and the earth on this un-numbered creation event that took
place before the “first day”. Earth was without form and void. Evidently the other heavenly
bodies must not have been in much better shape.
On this un-numbered creation event Yah put into place all the material He would need, then He
advanced upon this material for six days before He rested.
Evidently, after this un-numbered creation event, the sun was just a big ball of gas, then on day
one…
And the evening and the morning were the first day.
I know what you are thinking… “I’ve never HEARD of such a thing. Scripture doesn’t say that,
does it?”
Yes, it does. The underlying Hebrew supports this understanding. Yom, Hebrew for day
literally means “heat” (as in from the sun).
The star in our solar system is our major source of light. Is it not also rightly said that this star is
the only light source that could possibly separate day from night on this earth? So as strange
as it sounds, it appears that the other heavenly bodies were created at the same moment that
this blob of earth was initially created. This is made evident by the phrase: In the beginning,
Elohim made the heaven and the earth. So YHVH lit the sun on the first day of creation
therefore creating light (and Day and Night as a result). The proof for such an odd statement is
found in the language used in the fourth day creation account:
And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day from the
night; and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years:
And let them be for lights in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth: and it was
so.
And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the
night: he made the stars also.
And God set them in the firmament of the heaven to give light upon the earth,
And to rule over the day and over the night, and to divide the light from the darkness: and God
saw that it was good.
And the evening and the morning were the fourth day. Genesis 1:14-19
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This word “made” (Strong’s H# 6213) is used several times in Genesis 1. This is the Hebrew
word asah, (ah-saw). The Hebrew word bara means something was created from scratch, asah
means advanced upon or appointed, made, like making a bed in the morning; the bed was
“made” not created from scratch. For example: He appointed (asah) the moon for seasons…
Psalm 104:19. Here David very nearly quotes Genesis 1:14, only he’s very specific about the
role of the moon. Seasons here in Psalm 104:19 is the same Hebrew word found in Genesis
1:14; mo’edim, appointed times or set feasts.
Here’s the scenario: The Most High created the earth and other celestial bodies at a certain
point in time. He doesn’t call it a day because the time piece that regulates the day was not yet
ordained as such. Then on day one, YHVH lit the sun creating light and, of course, day and
night as a result. Since the earth and sun were created during the initial event, it is plausible
that the planets, moons, etc., were created at the same time as well. We are not wresting
Scripture when we make this statement because the underlying Hebrew could have been (and
we are suggesting—should have been) translated in this way.
So on day four, YHVH advanced upon the luminaries that He had created earlier [when He
created the heavens and the earth and then illuminated on day one], and ordained them,
appointed them as time keepers. The moon rules the week/Sabbath (signs) and the month
(seasons). The sun rules the day. The moon is listed as having a roll in the Creation Calendar
as well as the sun, so the Creation calendar is NOT solar only.
3. The phrase “seven weeks” should be 49 days by standard calendars. By a lunar-solar
calendar, however, it would be 51-52 days. Leviticus 23 and Daniel 9 both establish that
“seven weeks” are 49 days. And that simply disproves the lunar-Sabbath idea.
That is correct. The weeks in Scripture are seven days long. Lunar Sabbath keepers observe 7
day weeks. Prewitt is also correct regarding the 51-52 days in the seven week count IF (he
says) the weeks are lunar. This is an amazing admission. The weeks are lunar, which this
rebuttal to Bro. Prewitt’s Thoughts on the Lunar Sabbath shows.
Leviticus 23 and Daniel 9 do not speak of new moon days, which are included in the literal
calendar of Scripture. Leviticus 23 mentions weeks regarding the Feast of Weeks with its
“seven Sabbath’s complete” count. The new moon days would not be counted (because they
are not week days) as this is a literal calendar count. Daniel 9 is a timed prophecy, but is it a
year for a day or a day for a day (literal) count? If prophetic, then one would just count the days
of the week in question. If literal, then the new moon days would be included.
Prewitt is trying to trip you up with his misinformed and ill-gotten count to Pentecost. His version
has been borrowed from the papacy. The Lunar Sabbath (Scriptural) version can be found
here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeksSDA.pdf
4. The timing of the 1260 year prophecy (538 AD to 1798 AD) is entirely too late for
changing the nature of the week.iv When the papacy was established as a civil ruler of
the Roman empire it began a historically documented assault on Sabbath keeping. That
assault eventually changed the way churches from India to Ethiopia to Ireland related to
the Sabbath. Jews during that same period retained their Sabbath keeping through-out
the papal states.
Again, Bro. Prewitt does err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of the Most High. The
Jews got their Sabbath from the Babylonian Rabbis, who had long adopted the pagan week.
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Gabriel’s words to Daniel in Daniel 12 prove that all the prophecies in Daniel are for the TIME of
the END, not the middle ages, not 2000 years ago, not from 538 to 1798.
Daniel 12:4 But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the
end: many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.
And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the end of these things?
And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the
end. Daniel 12:8-9
Daniel 12:13 But go thou thy way till the end be: for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the
end of the days.
It is agreed that Rome altered the way people kept the Sabbath. But that is not something to
brag about. It should cause us shame that we did not examine the evidence and restore the
true Sabbath ages ago.
Patrick Madrid, Catholic conservative made the startling comment on EWTN, Global Catholic
Radio Network on Jan 5, 2006 when answering a question about the Catholic Church changing
the day of worship from satyrday to sunday:
“...There was a distinct break between the Old Testament requirements . . . dealing with the
Sabbath worship... They wanted to show that Christianity was distinct from Judaism... The
other thing that we should remember, too, is that our calendar that we follow, including Seventhday Adventists, is not only a calendar that was devised by the Catholic Church, but also it is a
calendar that’s based upon the solar year, not the lunar year and the Jewish calendar that was
observed in the time of Christ follows a lunar calendar . . . So the great irony is that even the
Seventh-day Adventists themselves are not worshipping on exactly the same Sabbath day as
the Jews of the time of Christ.”
And all the world wonders (wanders) after the beast.
Conclusion
The week was being counted before the creation of the time-keeping pieces of the sun and the
moon. [This is another speculative, uninspired statement.] The Sabbath, like marriage, comes
to us from the Garden of Eden. It has always had faithful observers. When light shown on the
Law of God in fulfillment of Revelation 11, the Sabbath truth was revealed to many of God’s
people around the planet.
In ignorance, observing satyrday (the seventh day of the pagan/papal calendar is better than
observing Sunday, the first day of the pagan/papal week, but this is not evidence that it is the
Sabbath of the Creation week. It IS however, a placeholder until Yah once again shines His
light upon the Sabbath truth. You know, the Sabbath He caused Israel to FORGET in
Lamentations 2:6?
Satyrday is but a stepping stone along the path of Sabbath restoration and the progression of
truth (as EGW calls it). The “faithful” satyrday Sabbath keepers throughout history are not on
trail hear.
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“We are to be sanctified through the truth. The word of G-d presents special truths for every
age. The dealings of G-d with His people in the past should receive our careful attention. We
should learn the lessons which they are designed to teach us. But we are not to rest content
with them. G-d is leading out His people step by step. Truth is progressive. The earnest
seeker will be constantly receiving light from Heaven. What is truth? should ever be our
inquiry.” Signs of the Times, 5-26-1881 [All emphasis added]
Truth is what? Static? Here is an indictment of modern churchianity: Can you name even ONE
new truthful doctrine, new light, that has been taught from the pulpit of the mainstream
denominations in the last 100 years?
“Those who walk in the light will progress… Truth is progressive; and those who are preparing
for the last great day will go forward in accordance with the accumulated light which shines
upon them. … The truth which G-d's messengers have presented by pen and by voice, the
treasures of the word of
G-d which they have opened to the people, the light which has penetrated the darkened
chambers of the mind, will, if rejected, be witnesses against them in the last great day. The
testimony which will come with condemning power upon the sinner, and which will close his
mouth before G-d and testify of his guilt, is the fact that he saw the light, but for various reasons
in harmony with the carnal heart, would not receive it. He would not receive the truth that was
given to save him.” Review & Herald, 1-05-1886
Truth is what? Immovable?
“The truth of God is progressive; it is always onward, going from strength to a greater strength,
from light to a greater light. We have every reason to believe that the Lord will send us
increased truth, for a great work is yet to be done. In our knowledge of truth, there is first a
beginning in our understanding of it, then a progression, then completion; first the blade, then
the ear, and after that the full corn in the ear. Much has been lost because our ministers and
people have concluded that we have had all the truth essential for us as a people; but such a
conclusion is erroneous and in harmony with the deceptions of Satan; for truth will be constantly
unfolding.” Signs of the Times, 5-26-1890
Truth is what? Frozen in time? Does it sound like the feet of truth are set in concrete or is
there an unfolding of truth that moves one beyond the clutches of Babylon?
It is not the truth that hurts us, it is that we have been taught and believed so many things that
are not true. Truth wears no mask. Bows at no human shrine. Seeks neither favor nor
applause. She asks only a hearing.
The confusion that the lunar Sabbath ideas have created is not sensible. The arguments
regarding “three months in a row” and “all Sabbaths in scripture on the 15th, 22nd, etc.” are only
so much misunderstandings and speculations.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, please re-read pp 14-15. What is your verdict?
The gifts given to preserve the church from such winds have been despised. [And what of the
preservation of the truth? Is that not more important than the church? EGW was very clear that
the Most High left the church long before the 1888 debacle.] And a “thus Saith the Lord” for
lunar-Sabbath keeping should be demanded. It cannot be produced.
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Another uninspired statement. This is Prewitt’s tradition speaking, not based upon honest
examination of the evidence. And my line of questioning has not changed. If reckoning the
Sabbath is Scriptural and can be identified in Scripture, then Prewitt should be able to answer
the following:
1. Where does it say in Scripture that satyrday is the Sabbath?
2. Where does it say in Scripture that the Sabbath is every seventh day in succession?
Answer these two simple questions and this issue goes away. Simple as that. Prewitt has no
answer, no evidence in Scripture that he demands that Lunar Sabbatarians produce. And there
is a LOT of evidence in Scripture that the Sabbaths are lunar which in turn proves that satyrday
is NOT the Sabbath…
3. Every weekly Sabbath that can be date identified in Scripture falls on either the 8th, 15th,
22nd or 29th day of the (lunar) month. This cannot happen with the current solar calendar; this
does however occur on a lunar-solar calendar though. Can Prewitt find a single weekly
Sabbath in Scripture that falls on a date other than these?
4. Read Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12 and 20:20 and understand that the Sabbath is not only a
sign [Hebrew word owth] but also an appointed time [Hebrew word mo'edim] as discovered in
Genesis 1:14, Psalm 104:19, and Leviticus 23:1-3. Genesis 1:14 clearly says that either the
sun or moon will regulate these calendar events, signs (owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and
years. Can Prewitt go outside, look at the sun and tell whether it is either satyrday or the
Sabbath? He cannot because he is relying on the wrong light. Try the other one.
5. The new moon days never fall during the common week; they are a third category of day.
Ezekiel 46:1 says that the gate to the temple is shut on all six working days, but open on the
Sabbath and new moon. Last month, new moon was on a tuesday. If the tabernacle were still
here and I asked Prewitt, “Would the gate have been open or shut?”, how would he answer?
If he said “open” because it is new moon day, I would respond that it is a work day, it must be
shut. If he agreed, “Of course tuesday is a work day, it must be shut.” I’d reply, “But friend, it is
new moon, it must be open.” He has no correct answer because he is applying a
pagan/papal/Roman/solar-only/man-made calendar to this Scriptural calendar event.
Isaiah 66:23, II Kings 4:18-23, Amos 8:5 are three more witnesses that the new moon cannot
fall on one of the six work days.
Day one and day 30 are NOT weekdays, they are days of the new moon, but have something in
common with the Sabbaths--both are worship days, both are welcomed by an open gate to the
temple. There is not always a 30th day now. There used to be 12 thirty day months, making a
360 lunar-solar year.
I have seen and used a few different calendar illustrations, but the model below more accurately
shows the uniqueness, presenting new moon as the third category of day better. The days of
the work week are in black. The new moon days are in blue, the Sabbaths (the seventh day of
the week) are in red, the green numbers indicate order of the number of the days of the work
week.
Looks like this…
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6. The 14th day of Abib is always the preparation day for first day of Unleavened Bread. Abib
14 floats on our current version of the Roman calendar. Abib 10 is the day to purchase a lamb if
you don't already own one. Abib 10 floats on the Roman calendar. The fact is that the 10th,
14th and 16th of Abib are, without exception, commanded work days. The barley could be
harvested on the 16th only after the Wave Sheaf had been offered and accepted, Leviticus
23:9-14. If there is a continuous 7 day cycle, every few years either the 10th, 14th or 16th will
fall on a satyrday. In fact, satyrday fell on Abib 10 in 2003. Satyrday fell on the 14th of Abib in
2004, 2008 and 2011. Satyrday fell on the 16th of Abib in 2002, 2006 and 2009. There is no
legislation provided to do these tasks a day early or late in case these days "just happen" to fall
on the Sabbath, these work dates are fixed. YHVH never has Israel do common work on a rest
day, and did not here either. These days will never fall on the Sabbath, yet they will fall on your
satyrday every few years. Can Prewitt explain this? No, he cannot.
7. The battle of Jericho was a seven day event. Every able bodied Israelite male took with him
every available weapon at his disposal. The priests even carried with them the sacred Ark of
the Covenant. In this battle/siege, Israel is on the offensive, they are the aggressors. Read the
account in Joshua 6. Only Joshua knew it would be a 7 day affair, the men were told they were
to attack when Joshua gave them the signal. These soldiers were marching around Jericho for
seven days in attack mode, on a full tilt adrenalin rush, not knowing for sure when the signal
would come. Bro. Prewitt, which day was the Sabbath? Did YHVH ever send Israel into battle
on the Sabbath? The battle of Jericho is more a calendar statement than it is about the
conquest of Canaan. How do I know this? Simple. Israel had JUST come out of the wilderness
after a 40 year sojourn, having to relearn the law (including the Sabbath) of Yah. Do you
suppose that the VERY first thing YHVH commanded Israel to do would be to break the
Sabbath with a 7 day siege? If the Sabbath is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle, then
ONE of the days Israel marched around Jericho had to have been the weekly Sabbath. You
think about this, Bro. Prewitt. If you are interested in knowing how they took Jericho WITHOUT
breaking the Sabbath, just look at the calendar model above. It is so simple a child can figure it
out. Let me know your response on this one, OK?
And it was in the second month, on the first day of the month, that YHWH said to Joshua, Rise
up, behold I have given Jericho into thy hand with all the people thereof; and all your fighting
men shall go round the city, once each day, thus shall ye do for six days.
And on the seventh day they went round the city seven times, and the priests blew upon
trumpets. Jasher 88:14, 17
And if that is not bad enough, I Kings 20:1-29 reveals another seven day battle/siege that took
place. This time it does not say whether it began on new moon or not, but based on what took
place in Joshua 6 and Jasher 88, it is rather clear that a seven day battle would NOT under any
circumstances EVER include a weekly Sabbath. And the only way to produce such an
arrangement is if the seven day skirmish began on the first day of the month.
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8. Prewitt cannot count backward by 7 to any of the years accepted by scholars for the
crucifixion [30, 31 or 33 A.D.] and find a fri, Sabbath, sun. crucifixion weekend. There are three
reasons for this.
A. In the first century, Israel was still observing the natural calendar established at Creation.
B. Nature [the cycle of the moon] does not lie.
C. Rome was not using the current calendar in the first century either.
They had an 8 day market calendar called the Roman Republican Calendar. Since Israel was
using neither the Julian nor Gregorian calendar in the first century (Hint: the current calendar,
the Gregorian calendar, was not invented until 1582) and Rome was using an 8 day weekly
calendar, Bro. Prewitt, why do you assume that the crucifixion was on a f-day followed by a
satyrday in the grave and a s-day resurrection? Rome did not officially adopt the pagan seven
day planetary week, which is still in use today, until 321 A.D. The pagan freya’s day (Friday)
was not added to the calendar until the Middle Ages, several hundred years after the crucifixion.
One organization has offered a substantive reward for a Biblical refutation of the lunar Sabbath
doctrine. Appended to that offer was a quote of Luther, “By the mercy of God, I conjure you, . . .
to prove from the writings of the prophets and apostles that I have erred. As soon as I am
convinced of this, I will retract every error . . . ."
And Prewitt has not collected the money yet either. In order to prove a lunar Sabbath from
Scripture, Prewitt thinks we have to stand on our head and squint one eye to understand
Scripture the way we do. I now demand an answer from Prewitt; I demand he provide proof
from Scripture that satyrday (a day that has only been the seventh day of the week since 321
A.D.) is the Sabbath. We use the concept in Isaiah 28:9-10 to collect evidence into one
cohesive point. All the evidence (as given) points to a lunar Sabbath.
This is a noble position, and a rare one. May it be the sincere position of those who have been
erroneously carried away with the pseudo-history of the lunar-Sabbath proponents.
What pseudo history did we get carried away with? For real, genuine history, will Philo,
Josephus, Clement, the Essenes and others suffice? For a more complete history, click here:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/19-PhiloJosephusEssenes.pdf
Appendix -- Comments on Passages used as Evidence of Lunar Sabbaths in History
If someone came to me and alleged that my wife was guilty of adultery, I would not be inclined
to believe them. Suppose the accuser said something like this, “I have ten different proofs that
she is guilty of the crime!” Well, I would want to see them. Now imagine that he begins, “First, I
saw your wife sitting by David Young in a picture. Second, I heard a video of your wife saying ‘I
love you, Boo-boo’ to someone on the floor. Third, I saw a text message to one Zachary Harvey
saying that she loved him! Fourth, there are pillows and a bed in the loft of your shed.”
I would stop him. I wouldn’t need to hear any more. If his best and first arguments are worthless,
then his whole case is unconvincing. You see, David Young is her brother. Zachery is her
nephew. Boo-boo is her Yorkie-Chihuahua. And we have a guest bed for teen-age nephews in
our shed.
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Fancy illustration. To bad that you can’t compare Scripture evidence the same as circumstantial
evidence. Anything in Scripture that you cannot refute must be accepted. In fact, Scripture
even tells you HOW to rightly divide the truth, how to determine what is truth. This was
originally in a different location, but Prewitt edited out the portion where I used this in response.
Here is the perfect place to reinsert, to reinstate, to reinforce how Scripture reveals what is truth.
1. If I find 2-3 witnesses, texts saying the same thing, (Genesis 41:32, Deuteronomy 19:15, II
Corinthians 13:1) then it is truth that I must admit.
2. If I find a single text that says "thus saith YHVH", (Deuteronomy 8:3b, Matthew 4:10, Luke
4:8), it is truth; I must obey His command, whether there are 2-3 witnesses or not.
3. If I find a chain of texts where there is an unfolding of truth, one expounding upon the other,
(Isaiah 28:9-10), this reveals truth that I am responsible for.
4. If something agrees with the Torah and the prophets, neither adding nor diminishing aught,
(Isaiah 8:20, Deuteronomy 4:2), it is the straight truth. The standard listed in Isaiah and
Deuteronomy was given to trump test 2 IF the 2-3 witnesses are false witnesses (speaking not
according to the Torah and the prophets).
5. A doctrine or accepted belief that lacks any of the above means that it is NOT true. If there
is no "thus saith YHVH, no 2-3 witnesses, no chain of intertextual evidence and thus no support
found in the Torah and the prophets, then it is false. It is my privilege to admit it and tell others
that it has no foundation in truth.
6. Any historical evidence that agrees with Scripture (e.g. the Torah and the prophets) is
acceptable as supportive evidence to the truth. Any historical record that disagrees with
Scripture is a lie of the highest order of magnitude.
7. If someone makes a statement, it does not matter if a thousand scholars come later saying
that he did NOT say such or did not MEAN such and such; the spoken word of the person in
question takes precedence over all others.
8. If someone claims to be Messiah, or a prophet, or to have a special message for the body of
believers, but fail to provide Tests 1, 2 and 3 above, then Isaiah 8:20 and Deuteronomy 18:1822 (in essence, Tests 4 and 5) need be applied. If what they say doesn’t come to pass or they
speak not according to the Torah or the testimony of the prophets, fear them not, there is no
light in them.
"1. Every word must have its proper bearing on the subject presented in the Bible;
2. All Scripture is necessary, and may be understood by diligent application and study;
3. Nothing revealed in Scripture can or will be hid from those who ask in faith, not wavering;
4. To understand doctrine, bring all the scriptures together on the subject you wish to know,
then let every word have its proper influence; and if you can form your theory without a
contradiction, you cannot be in error;
5. Scripture must be its own expositor, since it is a rule of itself. If I depend on a teacher to
expound to me, and he should guess at its meaning, or desire to have it so on account of his
sectarian creed, or to be thought wise, then his guessing, desire, creed, or wisdom is my rule,
and not the Bible." Review and Herald, 11-25-1884
Ellen White credits this quote originally with William Miller.
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Prewitt cannot with Scripture refute a single response I’ve given, so, ladies and gentlemen of
the jury, where does not put him? And what light does that shed upon his illustration above?
Lunar Sabbatarians are not looking to stir up trouble for anyone, we are not looking for dirt on
anyone and we are not looking to smear a person’s name. We are not seeking to warn them of
a wayward wife; we are warning our people of a wayward doctrine. I think that any truth seeker
would consider this a noble cause.
There is no circumstantial evidence involved in the Lunar Sabbath message nor is there any
speculation involved; only the ponderous weight of evidence.
I am illustrating an idea. The fact that someone has a long list of arguments is not evidence that
they are correct. It may just be evidence that they are determined to make their point. And if the
first of these arguments is weak, there is no need to be troubled about their conclusion.
Weak but true, or weak but false? To understand doctrine, bring all the scriptures together on
the subject you wish to know, then let every word have its proper influence; and if you can form
your theory without a contradiction, you cannot be in error.
If it is weak but true, Prewitt has no option but to listen and heed if he wishes to remain a part of
the body of righteous believers. Quite frankly, the only weak arguments in this rebuttal are
Prewitt’s. Did he prove (or attempt to prove) that satyrday was the Sabbath? Did he prove (or
attempt to prove) that the Sabbath is the seventh day of an unbroken, uninterrupted sequence
of seven day weeks? All he did was make these statements and expected you to accept his
version without the benefit of evidence. And THIS ladies and gentlemen of the jury should so
infuriate you that you demand that cease being an accuser of the brethren and that he either
prove his point or stand down. Either lead, follow or get out of the way.
Nevertheless, for the sake of being thorough, [Thorough? This is as much a failure as his
original attempt.] the follow comments are offered on some strained arguments made in favor of
the lunar-Sabbath falsehood.
Some studies indicate that Exodus 12 is an example of a weekly Sabbath on the 15th. The
argument runs, “The first day of the feast of unleavened bread was on the 15th which was a
Sabbath (See Leviticus 23: 4-16). This makes the Sabbaths for the first month (Abib) to have
fallen on the 8th, 15th, 22nd, and the 29th.”
But look at the passage quoted, Lev 23:4-16. Specifically note verses 7-8. Not only does it make
the first day a Sabbath, but it also makes the seventh day of the feast a Sabbath.
In the first day ye shall have an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.8 But ye
shall offer an offering made by fire unto the LORD seven days: in the seventh day is an holy
convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
And a well known fact is that Scripture frequently uses doubles or couplets (not sure what to call
them). Scripture says a thing two times, sometimes in two different ways. There was no
underlining, bold or italic font in Hebrew, so doubling was a means of adding emphasis. It is a
way to inject a second witness in a single verse. We are even told that this will take place:
For Elohim speaketh once, yea twice, yet man perceiveth it not. Job 33:14
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Elohim hath spoken once; twice have I heard this; that power belongeth unto Elohim. Psalm
62:11
For example…
In those days, and in that time, saith YHVH, the iniquity of Israel shall be sought for, and there
shall be none; and the sins of Judah, and they shall not be found: for I will pardon them whom I
reserve. Jeremiah 50:20
The voice of YHVH breaketh the cedars; yea, YHVH breaketh the cedars of Lebanon. Psalm
29:5
I, even I, am He that blotteth out thy transgressions for Mine own sake, and will not remember
thy sins. Isaiah 43:25
For thou art not sent to a people of a strange speech and of an hard language, but to the house
of Israel; Ezekiel 3:5
Elohim is not a man, that He should lie; neither the son of man, that He should repent: hath He
said, and shall He not do it? or hath He spoken, and shall He not make it good? Numbers
23:19
I am YHVH, and there is none else, there is no Elohim beside me: I girded thee, though thou
hast not known Me: That they may know from the rising of the sun, and from the west, that there
is none beside Me. I am YHVH, and there is none else. Isaiah 45:5-6
And when He says something THREE time, look out…
Trust ye not in lying words, saying, The temple of YHVH, The temple of YHVH, The temple of
YHVH, are these. Jeremiah 7:4
O earth, earth, earth, hear the word of YHVH. Jeremiah 22:29
I will overturn, overturn, overturn, it: and it shall be no more, until he come whose right it is; and
I will give it him. Ezekiel 21:27
I say that to say this: The first day of the feast and the seventh day of the week are, in context,
one and the same. I do not make this statement without evidence (naturally)…
In the first day [of the feast in context] ye shall have an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile
work therein.
But ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto YHVH seven days: in the seventh day [of the
week in context] is an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein. Leviticus 23:7-8
The 21st is the 6th day of the week and of course the 7th day of a seven day feast, but….
…the “seventh day” of Unleavened Bread is also spoken of in Exodus 13:6 and is called a
Chag (H2282) which is used 62 times in Scripture and is only used to refer to the pilgrimage
feast days (found in Exodus 23:14-17), in this case, Abib 15. It is not referring to the last day of
the feast, rather the first. This Chag can only be the 15th of Abib. Looks like this…
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See also Deuteronomy 5:12-15 and Leviticus 23:6-8.
The Sabbath commandment in Exodus 20 is linked to Creation week. The 4th commandment
listed in Deuteronomy 5 is linked to the deliverance of Israel. That date was the 15th of Abib.
I submit to you that this “seventh day” is Abib 15, and it is not only an annual Sabbath, but a
weekly Sabbath as well. There are no back to back Sabbaths in Scripture. The 15th is without
question a Sabbath, meaning that the 22nd of the first month is also a Sabbath. If the 21st is an
annual Sabbath, there would be two Sabbaths back to back, and there would be no preparation
day for the second Sabbath of the two. Common sense, right?
What verses seven and eight prove is that not all ceremonial holy convocations that involve rest
from work can correlate with weekly Sabbaths. And so the fact that there are also holy
convocation seven days apart in the seventh month (the 15th and the 22nd) loses its
significance in view of the fact that holy convocations are only six days apart in the first month.
This is answered above. The FIRST day of the FEAST is the SEVENTH day of the week, so
why must one assume that the SEVENTH DAY means “of the feast”? How do you know it is not
seventh day of the week? The evidence in Scripture proves that this is what it meant in the
context of the verse.
Prewitt continued:
Some studies indicate that Exodus 19 is an example of a month where Sabbaths correlate well
with the lunar calendar. The argument runs like this: “Israel left Egypt the night of Abib 15. Three
months later, on the very same day, the 15th, they rested before the mount. (See Deuteronomy
16:1; Numbers 33:3; Exodus 19:1-2.)”
Bro. Prewitt does err, not knowing the Scriptures. It does not say they left Egypt on the 15th,
they left Rameses on the 15th. Please read Numbers 33:3. They did not leave the LAND of
EGYPT until the 16th. Numbers 33:6 shows when they crossed the border of Egypt and
entered the Wilderness, it was the day after they left Rameses.
But when we read the passage we find that the 15th, and 16th were days of cleaning up and
getting ready for a meeting with the Holy God on the 17th. If one of these three dates must be
chosen for a Sabbath from the narrative, better the 17th.
And the LORD said unto Moses, Lo, I come unto thee in a thick cloud, that the people may hear
when I speak with thee, and believe thee for ever. And Moses told the words of the people unto
the LORD. 10 And the LORD said unto Moses, Go unto the people, and sanctify them to day
and to morrow, and let them wash their clothes, 11 And be ready against the third day: for the
third day the LORD will come down in the sight of all the people upon mount Sinai.
But really, there is not enough data to make a Sabbath of any day. The argument, as worded
above, might lead the reader to think that the Bible associates the 15th with “rest”, but the
passage rather associates it with “camping.” As a preparation day, the 15th and 16th do not
seem like Sabbaths.
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At least one study refers to Leveticus (sic) 23:15-16 as evidence of Lunar Sabbaths. This is the
argument: “Leviticus 23:15-16 tells us that Pentecost always takes place on the first day of the
week on the 9th of the third month. . .”
Again, Prewitt does err. They did not arrive at Sinai until the 16th day of the third month. (See
reference, Jubilees 1:1, “And it happened in the first year of the exodus of the children of Israel
out of Egypt, in the third month, on the 16th of this month that the Lord spoke to Moses saying,
“Ascend to me here on the mountain, and I will give to thee two stone tablets of the law of the
commandments as I have written them, thou shall make them known.” Please see supporting
Scriptural evidence presented on pp. 15-16.
Against three days is defined as today, tomorrow and the next day. The 16th is the first day, so
the 18th would be the third day, which means that the 15th is the SEVENTH day.
If this was true, namely that the 9th of the month was always a “first day” of the week, it would
be a very strong argument indeed for Lunar Sabbath keeping.
The ninth day of the LUNAR months ARE the first days of that week. Please see the VERY
historical evidence presented on pp. 6-7.
But you may read Leveticus (sic) 23:15-16, its context, and even the whole Bible, and you will
find no such idea as is asserted in this argument. There is no passage that says that the
Pentecost fell on the 9th day of the third month. Here is the passage:
Agreed, and none of us keep Pentecost on the 9th day of the third month. Bro. Prewitt is trying
to identify the ninth day of the lunar month yet thinks we keep Pentecost on the 9th day of the
third month and seems to thinks WE believe it is the first day of the Gregorian week. Only the
Catholic version of the count to Pentecost ends on a pagan sunday.
And ye shall count unto you from the morrow after the sabbath, from the day that ye brought the
sheaf of the wave offering; seven sabbaths shall be complete: 16 Even unto the morrow after
the seventh sabbath shall ye number fifty days; and ye shall offer a new meat offering unto the
LORD.
Now consider these two verses carefully. Seven Sabbaths plus one day is “fifty days” inclusive.
That is seven complete weeks (first day through Sabbath) plus an additional first day. That is
exactly 50 days with a continuous cycle of sevens. But interject into that mix two new moons
and you suddenly have 52 days. In truth, Leviticus 23:15-16 is significant evidence against the
Lunar Sabbath idea.
Bro. Prewitt does err, not knowing the Scriptures… Leviticus 23:15-16 does NOT say to count
49 days (seven Sabaths) plus one day. It says to number seven Sabbath’s complete from
wavesheaf (Abib 16). This is a Hebrew idiom for complete weeks. New moon days are not
week days, so we are ONLY to count the Sabbaths in the first part of this count, the text does
NOT say to number days at this point, that will come later. When you get to the seventh
Sabbath you will have already gone through 51-53 days, depending on how many new moon
days are on the two months covered during the counting of the seven complete weeks. But
again, it does not say to number the days, only the Sabbaths. When you get to the seventh
Sabbath the ONLY number that should be on the table is seven, not 49. If you can find and
provide any evidence that we are to number days from wavesheaf, please present them now.
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Then from the morrow AFTER the seventh Sabbath it says to number 50 days.
Some have pointed out that “ad” or “od” (Strong’s H-5704, H-5703) does NOT mean “FROM”
the morrow after the 7th Sabbath, but H-4480 DOES. Guess where THAT word is?
Leviticus 23:16 Even unto 5704 the morrow 4480, 4283 after the seventh 7637 sabbath 7676 shall ye
number 5608 fifty 2572 days; 3117 and ye shall offer 7126 a new 2319 meat offering 4503 unto the LORD.
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Look at what Strong’s says about H-5704 “whether of space (even unto) or time (during, while,
until)”. Leviticus 23:16 is about time, not space, so we’ve been applying the word in the wrong
manner all along. The Hebrew actually could be translated: WHILE FROM the morrow (after
the) seventh Sabbath (shall ye) number fifty days (and ye shall) offer a new meat offering (unto)
hyha.
The Fenton Translation is the ONLY translation that seems to be honest with this evidence:
You shall also count for yourselves from the day after the Sabbath that you bring the WaveSheaf, seven Sabbaths. They must be complete.
Then after the seventh Sabbath, you shall count fifty days, when you shall present a new
offering to the Ever-Living. Leviticus 23:15-16
Care to guess where this count lands? The 29th day of the fourth month. Please click here:
http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeksSDA.pdf
One study finds evidence of Lunar Sabbaths in the fact that the manna stopped falling on the
16th of the first month. But the passage, Joshua 5:10-12, says nothing about whether the 15th
had been a Sabbath. (Indeed, if the 15th was a Sabbath, then the last day of manna falling was
the 14th rather than the 15th.)
Yes, but they were still EATING the manna that fell on the 14th on the Sabbath (the 15th) along
with the storage of old corn found in the area surrounding Jericho. This is a non-argument.
Based on his presentation of the evidence, I cannot use it as evidence FOR the lunar Sabbath,
neither can he use it as evidence AGAINST.
The same study finds evidence of the 8th being a Sabbath is Exodus 40:2, 17. The argument
runs like this: “Aaron and his sons were sanctified for seven days beginning on New Moon Day
(See Exodus 40: 2, 17). On the eighth day (which was also the 8th of the month), there was an
assembly of the congregation. During the preceding seven days, they were not to leave the
tabernacle.”
So the evidence of a Sabbath is found in the “assembly of the congregation” on the 8th day.
What does Exodus 40:2, 17 really show? It shows that the first day of the week was the day that
the temple was constructed. The remainder of the chapter shows the immense volume of
physical work that Moses did in raising up the temple.
2 On the first day of the first month shalt thou set up the tabernacle of the tent of the
congregation. 17 And it came to pass in the first month in the second year, on the first day of the
month, that the tabernacle was reared up.
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The priests were sanctified for a week. If we have to assign a seventh-day Sabbath to the story,
the best place would be the seventh-day of their temple stay. But even this would be a stretch.
The truth is that the story (Lev 8-9) doesn’t have any information about when the Seventh-day
Sabbath occurred.
The desert tabernacle was constructed on new moon day, which are NOT week days.
Evidence has been shown repeatedly in this rebuttal. The new moon days are in blue, the
Sabbaths (the seventh day of the week) are in red... In green are the dates of sanctification…
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A Sabbath that interrupted this sanctification process would have caused the Levites to disobey
the command. Leviticus 9:1 says the assembly of the congregation falls on the 8th day of the
month, which is elsewhere identified as the weekly Sabbath along with the 15th, 22nd and 29th.
Leviticus 8:3 and Leviticus 9:5 tells which days that the congregation drew near the
tabernacle; on the first day of the seventh day consecration and the 8th day, the day after the
consecrating was complete. Isaiah 66:23 (see also Numbers 10:1-10) says that Israel was to
draw near the tabernacle on New Moon and the Sabbaths. Please look at the illustration above
and tell me what type of days the first and eighth days are.
The 22nd of the seventh month was always to be a holy convocation, the last day of the Feast
of Tabernacles. So when Solomon kept it that way in 2 Chronicles 7:8-10, it doesn’t throw any
additional light on the question of whether that holy convocation also coincided with the
seventh-day Sabbath.
The Feast of Tabernacles is a SEVEN day feast that begins on the 15th, which means that the
LAST day of the seven is the 21st, not the 22nd. Must we assume that Prewitt cannot add on top
of his inability to READ what is written in the Word? Count ‘em…
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If Solomon kept it that way it PROVES that the 22nd was a weekly Sabbath because the 15th is a
weekly (and an annual Sabbath—called an high day in the NT) because the 22nd is not connected to the Feast of Tabernacles at all other than being the day after the last day of the feast.
Leviticus 23:34-41. No less than three times it says that the feast of Tabernacles is a seven
day feast. Please read verses 34, 39 and 41. This feast starts on the 15th, ends on the 21st.
The eighth day is just that, the 8th day, an addition to the original seven day feast. It falls on the
22nd of the seventh month and it happens to be the Sabbath (every year). In fact, the “eighth
day” is a Hebrew idiom for the weekly Sabbath, it means 8th day of the month and in no way
diminishes from the fact that the Sabbath is the seventh day OF THE WEEK. It is also a simple
fact that the seventh day of the week IS the 8th day OF THE MONTH.
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Some find evidence in Esther 9 for a Sabbath on the 15th of the 12th month. But the passage
indicates that both the 14th and 15th were kept as special days, and so the passage provides
no information about whether the 14th, or the 15th, or neither of those days, was a seventh-day
Sabbath.
In which case, neither Prewitt nor Lunar Sabbath keepers can use this as evidence either for or
against.
The story of Hezekiah describes sixteen days of cleaning the courtyard and temple. On the
eighth day they started on the temple itself. They finished on the 16th. But there is no evidence
here regarding the location of a seventh-day Sabbath. Indeed, it is quite apparent that if some
day was kept holy, it was not the 8th.
This is referring to the events found in II Chronicles 29. It would be nice if Prewitt is going to
use against us what he thinks we believe, he should try to READ the verses in question. Read
II Chronicles 29:17. They began to sanctify the temple on the first day of the month, just as
they did in Exodus 40 (discussed above). This verse also says that the came OUT on the
porch on the 8th day that they sanctified the house in 8 days. 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8. The verse does
not say what they then did until the 16th, but they DID come out on the 8th day of the month.
Something to remember, the work of the priests would have been a sin for the common man as
they WORKED the work assigned to them by the Father on the Sabbath days.
If Prewitt wants to back off his statement here, I will not use it as evidence either. It’s OK, we
have plenty of evidence left remaining.
The healing of the blind man on Sabbath in John 9 is believed to be evidence for a Sabbath on
the 22nd of the seventh month. The argument runs like this: “Christ attended the Feast of
Tabernacles. (John7:10.) On the last day of the Feast, the 21st of the seventh month, Christ
stood and spoke. (John 7:37.) Christ spent that night on the Mount of Olives. (John 8:1.) The
next morning, the 22nd of the seventh month, Christ returned to the temple. (John 8:2.) At the
temple, Christ healed a blind man. (John 9:6.) The healing of the blind man caused great anger
for it was the seventh-day Sabbath. (John 9:14.) This places the weekly seventh-day Sabbaths
on the 8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th of the month yet again.”
John 8:1 is, very likely, the 21st of the 7th month. Granted. But that it is the same day as John
9:14 is a great stretch. While Jesus went into the temple in 8:2, he was wandering in 9:1, fiftynine verses later. By chapter 11:55 you are already all the way to Passover. There is no
sensible way to know how much time elapsed between 8:2 and 9:1. Even if John 9:6 did say
that the man was healed in the temple it would be no evidence that it was the same day, for:
John 18:20 Jesus answered him, I spake openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue,
and in the temple, whither the Jews always resort; and in secret have I said nothing.
The fact is that we have no way of knowing the date of John 9, even if we do know the date of
John 8:1-2. And John 9:6…says nothing about the blind man being in the temple.
This information was used in the first rebuttal but in a different place. Thus the red font here.
Bro. Prewitt does not know much about feast keeping and calls our understanding a stretch.
You be the judge. The carpenter from Nazareth spoke during the last great day of the feast of
Tabernacles, which is a 7 day feast.
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Speak unto the children of Israel, saying, The fifteenth day of this seventh month shall be the
feast of tabernacles for seven days unto YHVH.
On the first day shall be an holy convocation: ye shall do no servile work therein.
Seven days ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto YHVH: on the eighth day shall be an
holy convocation unto you; and ye shall offer an offering made by fire unto hyha: it is a solemn
assembly; and ye shall do no servile work therein. Leviticus 23:34-36
The first day is the 15th day of the seventh month. Simple addition (and Scripture, see II
Chronicles 7:8-10—after the 8th day of the feast comes the 23rd day of the month) proves that
the 21st day of the seventh month is the LAST day of the seven day feast (not the 22nd as
Prewitt assumes). After an argument with the religious authorities, everyone went home. Jesus
went to the Mount of Olives (John 7:53, 8:1). Early the next day (which would be the 22nd day of
the seventh month, the last day of Tabernacles being the 21st) everyone returned to the Temple.
There he had another lengthy debate with the scribes and Pharisees. After nearly being stoned
at the end of the debate (8:59), he left the temple and passed by a blind man….read John 9:14.
This occurred on the 22nd day of the month, a weekly Sabbath.
Bro. Prewitt says we can’t tell when the divisions of the day are. And in many cases this is true,
but not here. John 9:1 begins with the word And, which is actually in the Greek. That AND
means that the events preceding and following verse one are linked together in time and space.
Here is the Strong’s definition:
G2532 καί kai kahee
Apparently a primary particle, having a copulative and sometimes also a cumulative force; and,
also, even, so, then, too, etc.; often used in connection (or composition) with other particles or
small words: - and, also, both, but, even, for, if, indeed, likewise, moreover, or, so, that, then,
therefore, when, yea, yet.
“Copulate” means to join together. This word is copulative of the end of chapter 8 and the
beginning of chapter 9. This means there is no division of a day there. The day he first spoke
was the last day of Tabernacles, the 21st of the seventh month. The following day everyone
returned (why?) because the 22nd of the seventh month was the weekly Sabbath. A day NOT
related to Tabernacles, but the day following Tabernacles. Please read Leviticus 23:36 if you
don’t believe me. The FIRST day of Tabernacles (the 15th) is a Sabbath, and the 22nd day is
also a Sabbath. Both days are days for a sacred convocation or solemn assembly and both are
non work days. Looks like this….
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As I’ve been saying, if the 15th or the 22nd of a month is a Sabbath, so are the 8th and 29th.
Paul’s Journey in Acts 20 is alleged to provide evidence for the lunar-calculation of the Sabbath.
The reasoning goes like this: “The seventh day of their stay at Troas was the second day of the
month which Paul refers to as the first day of the week.” And so if the first day of the week is the
second day of the lunar month, then the month matches lunar-calendar expectations.
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The problem is that the math doesn’t work out right. If you count the days inclusively (as Jews
always did) then they were in Philippi for the 21st. A plain reading of the passage makes it
appear that they traveled on the 22nd (which would be an argument against the Lunar Sabbath
reckoning).
It does not say anything about traveling on the Sabbath or leaving on the 21st. Only that they
left after the days of Unleavened bread and if Prewitt bothered to read the passage it says that
they arrived FIVE in Troas days after the end of Unleavened Bread. The times listed MUST be
linked. End of the feast (Abib 21), arrived in 5 days (Abib 26). It is not rocket science.
And there are just too many unknowns in the story. “After the days” could mean “immediately
after” or “sometime soon after.” If I said, “after being at my mother’s home for Thanksgiving we
spent the next few weeks at home” I wouldn’t be saying anything about whether I drove home
on Thursday afternoon, Friday morning or even Sunday noon. It just wouldn’t be clear.
But when referring to Scripture, and a calendar event, then we SHOULD be able to produce a
calendar model that fits the events listed, just as Prewitt did above. Naturally, he did not drove
home on satyrday, and this is an event that coupled with the pagan Thanksgiving holiday, we
can actually arrange on a calendar. His calendar model would look like this in 2014…
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The dates he said he might have driven home on are underlined. Thanksgiving is in blue, his
sabbath in red.
The same thing can be done with the events in Acts 20. Prewitt does not WANT you to make
the effort to do this so makes excuses why it would be a waste of your time or that the results
would not be clear. Please tell me how unclear the following arguments are…
Bro. Prewitt does err, not knowing the New Testament, the feasts, history of the lunar Sabbaths,
or how to add.
Also, the Creation Calendar totally disproves that the first day of the week that Paul preached
on was a sunday. Observe closely:
We know that passover is on the 6th day of the Israelite week (14th day of the month), followed
by the 15th (the weekly Sabbath and first day of Unleavened Bread). Here is a Gregorian
calendar model with Abib 14 and Abib 15 in the appropriate places. Tell me if this works…
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Please read Acts 20:5-7 and put these dates on the calendar. Paul left probably on the evening
of the 21st (said he left after the days of Unleavened Bread) but he could have left after the
Sabbath (the 22nd). All that is necessary is for him to arrive in Troas 5 days after the last day of
UB. The number of travel days are not mentioned, and not necessary to know, only that he
arrived at Troas in 5 days (arriving on the 26th of Abib). And at Troas they abode 7 days (26-2728-29-30-1-2) and he preached until midnight on the last night of his stay (the first day of the
week), departing on the morrow (the second day of the week).
Prewitt’s argument is lame because Acts 20 DOES say that Paul arrived in in Troas in 5 days,
while not at all revealing when Paul actually left. So KNOWING what day he left is irrelevant.
Is the 2nd of the month (above) the first day of the week? No, it is the 3rd day of the week. Even
if the first month has 29 days as Prewitt presented, it is still not the first day of the week. So,
since that little exercise disproved the counterfeit calendar model, some try to manipulate the
calendar so Paul CAN leave on the first day of the week. Here is what THAT calendar model
looks like. Please tell me if this calendar model fits the events recorded in Scripture…
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They say that Passover (Abib 14) must have taken place on a wednesday, forcing the weekly
Sabbath to take place on the 17th. Now when Paul leaves on the evening of the 21st, arriving in
Troas in 5 days (Abib 26), and abodes there 7 days, (26-27-28-29-30-1-2) ready to depart on
the morrow, the night he preached was actually the first day of the week (at least on this
calendar). Do you spot the problem? It is highlighted in red (Abib 10).
If the 17th is the Sabbath of any month, so is the 10th. Do you remember what happened on
Abib 10? The 10th day of Abib is a work/commerce day, the day to set aside the Passover
Lamb. If you did not own a lamb, you had to go and purchase one on THIS particular day. Abib
14 floats on our calendar. The fact is that the 10th, 14th and 16th of Abib (which also floats
around on the Roman calendar) are, without exception, commanded work days. The barley
could be harvested on the 16th after the Wave Sheaf had been offered, Leviticus 23:9-14.
If there is a continuous 7 day cycle, every few years either the 10th, 14th and 16th will fall on a
satyrday. Isn’t it interesting how the Father maneuvered His commanded work days in such a
fashion that they would totally disrupt and destroy all the calendars of apostate man? So, would
you like to see how Abib 15 CAN be the Sabbath and Paul CAN preach on the first day of the
week? No problem...
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I put the new moon days (days 1 and 30) in a different place this time for your counting
convenience, but they are still not included in the work week. Here the new moon days are a
third category of day, not counting against the week (JUST like Ezekiel 46:1 says), Passover
(Abib 14) can be the preparation day for the Sabbath of Abib 15, the first day of Unleavened
Bread, Paul abide in Toras for seven days and can preach on the first day of the week, ready to
depart on the morrow. Unleavened Bread is over on the 21st "day" of the first month. Paul
arrived at Troas in 5 days (arriving on the 26th of Abib). And at Troas they abode 7 days (26-2728-29-30-1-2) and on the first day of the week he preached until midnight on the last night of his
stay, departing on the morrow (the 3rd).
There is always harmony in the truth.
But when I plot the events as they most likely occurred on a lunar calendar, I find the “first day
of the week” happening on the third day of the lunar calendar at earliest.
- Eugene Prewitt
I have not one clue why Prewitt thinks the calendar would be presented in this manner, but here
it is.
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Prewitt ignorantly presents this Scriptural event using a Gregorian calendar model that was not
even invented until 1582. This is clearly a Gregorian calendar model because Prewitt ignorantly
assumes that New Moon (the first day of the month) can fall on a week day. Intelligence
requires that you do not defend an assumption.
Apparently Prewitt is not very good at math because the seven days Paul was in Troas was
from the 26th to the 2nd. The last day of the seven is supposed to be the first day of the week,
not the seventh.
These going before tarried for us at Troas.
And we sailed away from Philippi after the days of unleavened bread, and came unto them to
Troas in five days; where we abode seven days.
And upon the first day of the week, when the disciples came together to break bread, Paul
preached unto them, ready to depart on the morrow; and continued his speech until midnight.
Acts 20:5-7
The disciples met and ate together on the first day of the week (the last of the seven days in
Troas), and Paul continued his speech until the middle of that night. That is not the calendar
model Prewitt offered his readers. Either he did not pay attention to the details of the passage
or he intentionally is trying to confuse the issue. There are no other options and there is no
excuse for either. Teachers teach. Leaders lead. Thinkers think. I’m not sure what to call this
train wreck of a conclusion, but I’m guessing Prewitt would like a re-do.
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As expected (again) Bro. Prewitt neither proved that satyrday is the Sabbath nor disproved the
Lunar Sabbath. You would THINK this would have been his first order of business. He made a
half-hearted effort thinking his knowledge superior to yours and assumed that his mere words
would have their intended effect. Quite frankly, I find this offensive. Alas, his words are
ultimately as sounding brass.
Respectfully submitted,
Troy Miller
www.creationcalendar.com
____________________________________________________________________________
1

During the Passover trip. The specific day is not specified.

Passover is Abib 14, it is always preparation day for the Sabbath of Unleavened Bread, Abib 15.
This was common knowledge in Scripture, a specific day was not necessary to report. It is only
because Bro. Prewitt has so long immersed himself in the pagan/papal calendar that he
assumes that a day needed to be specified because in his world fixed date events float all over
the Gregorian calendar.
Scriptural time is NOT Gregorian time.
2

Some Lunar Sabbath proponents list John 9 as an example of a 15th of the month Sabbath.
This is based on the Feast of Tabernacles of John 7. The argument goes that the morning after
the feast Jesus went into the temple and found this blind man. John 8:1 is, very likely, the 22nd
of the 7th month. Granted. But to say that John 9:14 is the same day is a great stretch. While
Jesus went into the temple in 8:2, he was wandering in 9:1, fifty-nine verses later. There is no
way to say where day divisions are in the narrative. By chapter 11:55 you are already nearing
Passover. The day-break verses just don’t often show up in the gospels.
Discussed on pp 33-34 above.
i

If you are new to the topic of lunar Sabbath theory, there is a short list of time-keeping jargon
that you may need to learn to understand what you are studying. A “lunar month” means the
period between one new moon and another new moon. A “Gregorian month” means January or
February, etc. The Gregorian month and calendar are named after the pope Gregory who
decreed their particulars. A “Gregorian-style Sabbath” is one found on the seventh-day of the
kind of your wall calendar, on Saturday. A “lunar Sabbath” would be one that falls seven,
fourteen, twenty-one or twenty eight days after the new moon in any given month.
An amazing admission. Terrifying really because he admits that he is observing a pagan/papal
calendar, but does nothing about it.
ii

Many lunar Sabbatarians are also feast-day keepers. While there is nothing wrong with
keeping Jewish holidays, it is sensible to notice how John introduced them to his readers. He
wrote of “the Passover, a feast of the Jews” and of “the Jews’ Feast of Tabernacles.” John 6:4
and 7:2. See also John 2:13 and 11:55.
Well. Isn’t that special? That is not what the Creator called them in Leviticus 23…
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And YHVH spake unto Moses, saying,
Speak unto the children of Israel, and say unto them, Concerning the feasts of YHVH, which ye
shall proclaim to be holy convocations, even these are My feasts.
Six days shall work be done: but the seventh day is the sabbath of rest, an holy convocation; ye
shall do no work therein: it is the sabbath of YHVH in all your dwellings.
These are the feasts of YHVH, even holy convocations, which ye shall proclaim in their
seasons. Leviticus 23:1-4
Care to guess who’s definition I have accepted?
iii

If you have not yet had an opportunity to study Amazing Facts’ materials on Revelation 13-16,
this argument may not be comprehendible. But in Revelation 12:17 and 14:12 God’s people are
described as commandment-keepers. The world is tested over this issue. But God will never
test the world over something that simple people can’t understand.
Don’t make me laugh. This is the stupidest thing in this study to come out of Prewitt’s mouth.
My 4 year old children are about as simple as they come. Intelligent, but not educated in the
ways of pagan time keeping. Not only is Prewitt showing is own ignorance again, he’s
presuming upon yours. This is the EXACT same argument M. L. Andreasen offered in the
1940’s. More on this below.
Trust in YHVH with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding.
In all thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths.
Be not wise in thine own eyes: fear YHVH, and depart from evil. Proverbs 3:5-7
For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My ways, saith YHVH.
For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than your ways, and My
thoughts than your thoughts. Isaiah 55:8-9
Woe unto them that are wise in their own eyes, and prudent in their own sight! Isaiah 5:21
And if any man think that he knoweth any thing, he knoweth nothing yet as he ought to know. I
Corinthians 8:2
At that time Jesus answered and said, “I thank thee, O Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
because thou hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto
babes.” Matthew 11:25
iv

If you are unfamiliar with this interesting prophecy from Daniel 7:25, see Amazing Facts’
Storacles of Bible Prophecy series. There you will see evidence that the Roman power would try
to change God’s law during the dark ages. This prophecy was fulfilled. And its fulfillment shows
the value of the Sabbath.
Thank you very much for this final opportunity to show that you do err, Bro. Prewitt. Your
statement is not incorrect (exactly), but it does not offer the whole truth…
In the first century, Rome observed an 8 (EIGHT) day calendar week. They were identified as
A-B-C-D-E-F-G-H. Below is an actual excerpt of a first century Roman calendar. At that time,
the months of january and april had 29 days instead of 31 and 30 days (respectively) that they
consist of now.
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To assume that Israel observed the pagan seven day planetary week in the first century when
Rome themselves did not is sheer lunacy. Rome did not officially adopt the seven day planetary
week until A.D. 321 when Emperor Constantine became a “christian”. At that time, saturn’s day
was the 1st day of the seven day planetary week, not the seventh. Below is a sketch of the
planetary week, circa 100 B.C.

saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day
Rome ruled the world in the first century B.C., thus the Roman numerals, but this is not a
Roman calendar. This is a bona fide pagan seven day planetary week as it existed from 800600 B.C., until A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated the day of the sun.
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You see, Constantine worshiped Mithra, the Persian version of the sun god. He did not want
the day of the sun taking a back seat to saturn, so when he venerated the day of the sun all he
did was bump satyrday from the coveted #1 position in the week all the way to the seventh day,
which was vacated by all the other days moving up one position in the weekly cycle, permitting
the sun’s day to hold the preeminent position. The sketch above came from this clay calendar
tablet…
So the dirty little secret is out. Satyrday was
not the seventh day of the week anywhere
on the planet until A.D. 321, and then only
by virtue of Constantine, not the Creator
Almighty, so it certainly was NOT the
Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s
history.
The fourth beast in Daniel thought to change
times and laws and DID change times and
laws, but not YHVH’s original command,
only man’s observation of the Almighty’s set
feasts and Sabbaths. Here it is from their
own mouths….

“We Changed the Law and the Feast Days.”
“The Catholic Church abolished not only the Sabbath, but all the
other Jewish festivals.” Bishop T. Enright, CSSR, St. Louis,
Missouri, 1905.
“If you want to know the days to keep, go to the Catholic Church,
not to the Mosaic law, we have power to put down feast days,
and we have power to institute feast days.” Cardinal James
Gibbons.
“He shall speak against the Most High and oppress the Most
Holy ones of the Most High, THINKING TO CHANGE THE
FEAST DAYS AND THE LAW.” New Catholic American Bible,
Daniel 7:25 [All emphasis my own]
“Question: Have you any other way of proving that the Church
has the power to institute festivals of precept (feast days)?
Answer: Has she not such power she could not have done that in which all modern religionists
agree with her; she could not have substituted the observance of Sunday, the first day of the
week, for the observance of Satyrday, the seventh day, a change for which there is no Scriptural
authority.” A Doctrinal Catechism, p. 174
“Of course the Catholic Church claims that the change was her act… And the act is a mark of
ecclesiastical power and authority in religious matters.” Letter, Cardinal Gibbons, 11-11-1895
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“The earliest Christians didn’t immediately disassociate themselves from the observance of the
Jewish feasts. Many references in the New Testament indicate that Jesus and his disciples, as
well as the early Palestinian Christian communities, observed the Sabbath and the major annual
festivals.” The New Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. 5, p. 867.
“They (early believers) took for granted that the gospel was continuous with Judaism; for them
the new covenant … did not mean that the old covenant made between God and Israel was no
longer in force. They still observed the feasts of Passover, Pentecost and Tabernacles.” Paul
and Jewish Christianity, p. 72.

Dear Friend,

June, 1905

I have offered and still offer $1000 to any one who can prove to me from the Bible alone that I am
bound under grievous sin to keep Sunday holy.
It was the Catholic Church which made the law obliging us to keep Sunday holy. The Church
made this law long after the Bible was written. Hence said law is not in the Bible.
Christ, our Lord, empowered his Church to make laws binding in conscience. He said to his
apostles and their lawful successors in the priesthood “whatsoever you shall bind on earth shall be
binding in heaven.” Mth 16:19, Mth 18:17, Luk 16:19
The Cath. Church abolished not only the Sabbath, but all the other Jewish festivals.
Pray and study. I shall be always glad to help you as long as you honestly seek the truth.
Respectfully,
(signed) T. Enright, CSSR

Seventh-day Adventists have always quoted Roman Catholics in showing that the Catholic
Church admits that she, by her authority, changed the Biblical Sabbath observance to Sunday.
One of the best known is in Great Controversy, page 448:
Romanists declare that "the observance of Sunday by the Protestants is an homage they pay, in
spite of themselves, to the authority of the [Catholic] Church." – Mgr. Segur, Plain Talk About
the Protestantism of Today, p. 213.
On January 5, 2006, Roman Catholic scholar and apologist, Patrick Madrid, made a startling
statement of which every person who loves the true Sabbath should be aware. EWTN, Global
Catholic Radio Network, hosts a call-in radio show entitled Open Line. A listener called in with a
question regarding the allegation that the Catholic Church has changed the Sabbath from
Saturday to Sunday.
Madrid stated that the current Saturday is not the original Biblical Sabbath but that the change
made by the Catholic Church was actually one of calendation. Following is a transcript of his
statements.
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“Well, what we have to remember is, first of all what Jesus said: He said don't forget that man
was not made for the Sabbath; the Sabbath was made for man. And, the Lord Himself, we're
told, was the Lord of the Sabbath, so He had the authority, in areas as far as how we would
observe that commandment.
“What your brother-in-law may not understand is that the Catholic Church did not change that
commandment. The Catholic Church observes the commandment to keep holy the Lo- . . . the
Sabbath, but it does so on the Lord's Day, and the earliest Christians transferred their observance
of that commandment from Saturday to Sunday.
“First of all, because there was a distinct break between the Old Testament requirements: the
rituals and Mosaic covenant demands dealing with the Sabbath worship and animal sacrifices,
and that sort of thing. And they wanted to show that Christianity was distinct from Judaism. It
came from Judaism, but it was distinct from it. Uh, celebrating the Lord's coming, I'm sorry,
celebrating the Lord's resurrection and death on the day that He rose from the dead seemed to be
the most appropriate.
“Uh, the other thing that we should remember, too, is that our calendar that we follow, including
Seventh-day Adventists, is not only a calendar that was devised by the Catholic Church, but also
it is a calendar that's based upon the solar year, not the lunar year. And the Jewish calendar that
was observed in the time of Christ is, follows a lunar calendar, which is several days short of the
solar calendar.
“So the great irony is that even the Seventh-day Adventists themselves are not worshiping on
exactly the same Sabbath day as the Jews of the time of Christ, because it's several days off now,
uh, having, uh, switched to [from?] following the lunar calendar.” [End quote]
The Roman Catholic Church has always known that Constantine's law was much more than a
switch from Saturday to Sunday. Now that the truth about the Biblical calendar is being more
widely agitated, they are acknowledging the validity of the luni-solar calendar in the time of
Yeshua.
For more information on the Biblical calendar, visit our website: www.CreationCalendar.com.
Some of Adventism suspected a problem in the 1840’s, but they first learned of this change in
calendars in 1939-40 but decided, in the words of M. L. Andreasen, that it would be "too
confusing" to present it to the laity. This is a subject that is spreading within the Seventh-day
Adventist Church. Everyone needs to investigate the truth of these matters for themselves.
You can begin by going to this web link http://www.4angelspublications.com/amadon.php. Feel
free to poke around this page because you will learn things the SDA church has hidden from
their people for many, many years. Please note the dates.
Here is what Andreasen said: “Such is more than the common people can understand, and if we
go to the people now with such a proposition, we must expect that confusion will result.” Sound
familiar? SDA leadership’s position for decades has been to bury the truth because if might
cause confusion.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, you should be morally outraged!
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The committee seated in 1939 could not refute Israel’s Lunar Sabbath which proved that the
crucifixion was not what we call a fri-sat-sun weekend because Passover is Abib 14 which is
regulated by the moon, not the pagan/papal calendar. And ONE man, in direct contradiction to
Proverbs 11:14, shut down all further investigation.
Shame. Should a denomination involved in such deception be supported by your tithes and
offerings? This is tantamount to tacit agreement with their policies putting their tithe paying
members at great risk. Thankfully, this will not minimize their own guilt come judgment day, but
many (maybe not so) innocent and ignorant members will suffer because of the SDA
denomination’s actions against the truth.
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